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INTRODUCTION
 
This unit is a data collection device which takes
 
measurements from external sensors at user specified time
 
intervals. Three sensor ports are dedicated to temperature, air 
pressure, and dew point. Five general purpose sensor ports are 
also provided. Each sensor port supplies two sources of plus 
and minus 15 volts for sensor power. One of the power supplies
 
is for sensors that stabilize quickly and the other power supply
 
is for sensors that take longer than a few seconds to stabilize.
 
(Sensor warm up time is under software control for maximum
 
system flexability.)
 
After connecting the desired sensors the user specifies
 
when measurements are to be recorded. The user enters the
 
desired starting and stopping dates and times for the data
 
collection. The warm up time for the "slow" sensors and the
 
frequency of data collection must also be specified. If more
 
than the three dedicated sensors are connected the additional
 
ports must also be entered. This completes the initialization
 
and the unit may be left running completely powered or it may be
 
switched to a low power consumption mode.
 
While the system is running the user can switch full power
 
on and interrogate the unit to examine any of the measurements
 
that have already been recorded. The user can also examine the
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current readings on any of the sensors or the data that have been
 
collected can be dumped to a peripheral device (a minicomputer,
 
paper tape, etc.) if desired.
 
SECTION 1 OPERATION
 
1.1 FRONT PANEL DESCRIPTION
 
1. MAIN POWER SWITCH - This switch 1 in Figure 1
 
connects the power to the unit. The switch is a "lever locking
 
switch" and must be pulled out before it can be operated. Since
 
the data logger's memory is volatile, turning off the main power
 
will destroy all stored information.
 
2. PROCESSOR POWER SWITCH - If the main power switch (1 on 
the front panel) is on, the processor power switch (2 on the 
Front Panel) will provide power to every part of the data logger 
except the RS-232 transmitting interface (I/0 power). All
 / 
sensors will be powered when this switch is on and the data 
logger will perform any user request if a terminal is connected 
and I/O power is on. (NOTE: If the data logger is supplying 
warm up power to the sensors and this switch is turned off the 
warm up power will also turn off and the next set of readings 
will be invalid. At any time, except when warm up power is on, 
this power may be switched off and the data logger iill record 
all measurements correctly.) 
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3. 1/0 POWER SWITCH - This switch controls the power to
 
the RS-232 transmitter interface to the terminal connection (8
 
in Figure 2 ) and to the peripheral connection (7 on the
 
Back Panel). If this switch is off the terminal and peripheral
 
can transmit to the data logger, but the data logger will not
 
transmit to them. (NOTE: It is advisable not to transmit
 
either from a terminal or a peripheral device to the data logger
 
if I/O power is off and the processor power is on.) In most
 
cases the I/0 power and the processor power will be both on or
 
both off.
 
4. RESET - This switch resets the processor and should be
 
pressed after the user turns the data logger on. If the data
 
logger stops responding to user inputs the reset can be used to
 
clear the transmission lockup.
 
5. DATA DUMP - This switch is only active if the user has
 
selected the data dump option from the user options page (see
 
section 1.3-6, DATA DUMP OPTION). If active, depressing the
 
switch will transmit all of the collected data to the terminal
 
and peripheral connections.
 
6. DEVICE SELECTION SWITCH - If terminal is selected, two
 
way communications occur between the terminal (teletype or video
 
terminal) and the data logger. Most of the time the data logger
 
will be used in this manner.
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If the peripheral is selected, the terminal transmits to
 
the data logger and receives data through the peripheral
 
connector. The data logger transmits to the peripheral
 
connector. This feature can be used to transfer data from the
 
data logger to another computer and is described in section
 
1.3-6, DATA DUMP OPTION.
 
1.2 BACK PANEL DESCRIPTION
 
7. PERIPHERAL CONNECTION - This connection allows the data
 
logger to communicate with a peripheral device (i.e.; computer,
 
minicomputer, papertape puncher, etc.) through a terminal. The
 
data logger can also dump readings to the peripheral device.
 
(The connections are listed in the appendix.)
 
8. TERMINAL CONNECTION - This connection is for a teletype
 
or video terminal that will be used to communicate with the data
 
logger. The terminal will enter parameters that will initialize
 
the data logger and can also request information from the data
 
logger.
 
9. POWER CONNECTION - This connector is for +12 volt power
 
for the data logger.
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10. FUSE - A 1.5 Amp fuse should be used.
 
11. SENSOR PORTS - There are 8 sensor ports on the back
 
panel. The ports are labeled 1-8 and the first three ports are
 
dedicated. Each port connector has a coax signal connection and
 
four power connections. (The connections for the ports are
 
listed in the appendix.) The coax signal should be in the range
 
of 0-5 Volts.
 
12. TEMPERATURE PORT - This port is dedicated to measuring
 
temperature. 0-5 Volts corresponds to -30 - +70 degrees 
Centigrade. 
13. DEW POINT PORT - This port is dedicated to measuring 
dew point. The 0-5 Volt range corresponds to -34 - +50 degrees 
Centigrade. 
14. AIR PRESSURE PORT - This port is dedicated to
 
measuring the air pressure. The 0-5 Volt range corresponds to
 
800 - 1100 millibars.
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1.3 DESCRIPTION OF USER OPTION PAGE
 
The user has access to five basic routines that allow him
 
to interact with the data logger. A list of these options is
 
printed on the-terminal whenever any key except CONTROL S, A, B,
 
C, D or E is depressed and the system is not executing one of
 
these routines. Samples of typical displays are included in
 
each of the associated sections below. The underlined
 
characters correspond to the user's responses.
 
1. LIST OF OPTIONS - The list of options is printed on the
 
terminal whenever any key except CONTROL S, A, B, C, D or E is
 
typed and the system is not executing one of these routines. It
 
should be noted that the warm up power status is displayed prior
 
to the option list. If warm up power is on, the PROCESSOR POWER
 
switch should not be turned off immediately (this problem is
 
discussed in section 1.1-2 of this manual). The following
 
figure is an example of the user option page.
 
EXAMPLE: (user depresses the space bar and the system responds
 
with:)
 
WARM-UP POWER IS ON
 
A) INITIALIZING PARAMETERS
 
B) CURRENT SENSOR READINGS
 
C) SEQUENTIAL READINGS
 
D) INITIALIZATION
 
E') DUMP
 
(CONTROL 'S' STOPS PRINTOUT)
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To invoke any option, the letter preceding it on the option
 
page should be typed on the terminal. To exit any option prior
 
to its end, CONTROL S may be typed.
 
2. OPTION A) INITIALIZING PARAMETERS - After the system 
has been initialized, the initializing parameters may be 
examined by typing A. As shown in the example contained in this 
section, the measurement starting date' and time, ending date and 
time, warm up time in minutes and interval of measurements are 
displayed at the terminal. 
EXAMPLE:
 
A
 
START 04/01 03:00
 
STOP 04/29 16:00
 
WARMUP TIME 02 MINS
 
FREQUENCY OF MEASUREMENTS 00:05
 
3. OPTION B) CURRENT SENSOR READINGS - Sensor outputs may 
be examined at any time with this routine. After typing B, a 
heading is printed which lists all ports to be interrogated. 
Temperature (port 1), dew point (port 2) and pressure (port 3)
 
are dedicated ports and will always be printed. Any additional
 
ports selected during system initialization will then be
 
printed. To measure the sensor outputs, type R. Temperature
 
and dew point readings have units of degrees centigrade while
 
pressure readings have units of millibars. Any additional
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sensors selected will yield readings with units of volts. As
 
many sets of readings as desired 'ay be accumulated. To exit
 
this option, CONTROL S must be typed. This routine does not
 
store these readings. Therefore,_ these readings cannot be
 
retrieved at a later date by using the data dump option. If the
 
data logger takes a reading during the execution of this option,
 
the current line of sensor readings is stopped and the program 
waits for the entry of another R or CONTROL S. An example of 
this option is included below. 
EXAMPLE:
 
B
 
TYPE 'H' FOR A READING, CONTROL 'S' WHEN DONE
 
TEMP DEW PT PRESS PORT1 PORT2 PORT3 
R 6.72 - 3.81 983.78 1.853 1.812 3.062 
W 6.72 - 3.81 983.78 1.848 1.812 3.062 
4. OPTION C) SEQUENTIAL READINGS - This routine permits 
the user to examine data the data logger has accumulated. After 
typing C, the system requests a starting date and time followed 
by the number of readings that are desired for display. Dates 
are input in five-character fields by typing the number of the 
month in two digits, a slash (/) and the day of the month in two 
digits. The time is input in a five-character field by typing 
the two digit number of the hour, a colon (:) and the number of 
minutes in two digits. All two digit numbers must have 
unsurpressed leading zeros. The number of the hour is based on 
a-24 hour clock. A heading similar to the heading of Qption B 
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but including columns for date and time is printed. If any
 
readings were taken on or after the specified date, they are
 
printed as shown in the example in this section. When the
 
requested number of readings has been printed or when the last
 
reading taken has been displayed, the routine is exited.
 
Similarly, if no readings were taken after the specified date
 
and time, the processor exits the routine after printing the
 
heading. As before, this routine may be terminated at any time
 
by typing CONTROL S. If a reading (NMI) occurs during the data
 
printout portion of this option, the current line of data is
 
interrupted. The complete line is reprinted on the next line.
 
NOTE: To avoid possible problems, care should be exercised to
 
avoid entering data (dates, times and number of readings) when
 
the data logger is scheduled to take a reading.
 
EXAMPLE:
 
C
 
START DATE?(MM/DD) 04/01 TIME?(HH:MM) 08:03
 
HOW MANY?(XXX) 003
 
DATE TIME TEN-- DEW PT PRESS PORTI PORT2 PORT3
 
04/01 08:05 1.25 -'7.09 989.12 1.565 1.607 3.152
 
04/01 08:10 1.25 - 7.09 989.12 1.563 1.604 3.152
 
04/01 08:15 1.25 - 7.09 989.12 1.563 1.604 3.152
 
5. OPTION D) INITIALIZATION - This option is used to 
prepare the data logger to take a series of readings. If data 
is stored in the system, it should be dumped before this routine 
is entered. After entering the initialization procedure, any 
old data stored in the system is no longer accessible. To 
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protect data in case this option is inadvertently entered, after
 
D is typed the user is prompted with INITIALIZATION?(YES,NO).
 
If YES is typed, this routine is entered. Any other character
 
string will cause the processor to back out of this option.
 
If YES is entered, the user is asked for the current date
 
and time. Format for the date and time are the same as that
 
used in the sequential reading option. When the last character
 
of the time is entered, an internal clock is reset and starts
 
keeping track of elapsed time. The desired starting date and
 
time are requested followed by a request for the date and time of
 
the final reading to be taken Each date and time-are entered in
 
the same format as described in section 4. After the
 
corresponding prompt, the number of minutes of warm up time
 
desired should be entered as a two digit number. When asked for
 
the frequency of measurements, the user should enter a three
 
digit number corresponding to the number of minutes between
 
readings.
 
If a mistake is made during the preceding part of this
 
option, the ESCAPE key may be used. The user is then prompted
 
to reenter the necessary data. The ESCAPE key may be used
 
several times in order to step backwards through this routine
 
and correct mistakes at any point in the option.
 
The second part of this routine is now entered. The user
 
is asked if he desires any additional ports. If NO is typed,
 
only the first three dedicated ports are used for temperature,
 
dew point and pressure measurements. If YES is typed, the user
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is asked which port he wishes to use. He responds by typing a
 
number between 1 and 8 corresponding to the desired port. He is
 
then asked once more if he desires any additional ports. This
 
process is repeated until all the desired ports are specified
 
and a NO is entered. At this point the user is prompted
 
REASSIGN PORTS?(YES,NO). It is suggested that the port
 
assignments be checked and if an error is found, type YES. This
 
causes the port assignment portion of this option to be
 
reexecuted. If NO is typed, the processor exits this option.
 
It should be noted that an error will result if the same
 
additional port is specified more than once in the second part
 
of this option (i.e., if port 2 is selected twice as an
 
additional port). However, ports 1, 2 and 3 may be specified as
 
additional ports even though they are dedicated for temperature,
 
dew point and pressure measurements. This may be desireable
 
because as dedicated ports, the voltages present at ports 1 and
 
2 are storjed as 8 bit binary words while if they are selected as
 
additional ports, the voltages are stored as 12 bit binary words
 
the second time they are measured. This permits -the voltages
 
present at ports 1 and 2 to be stored with greater precision.
 
The remaining port voltages are always stored as 12 bit binary
 
words.
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EXAMPLE:
 
D 
INITIALIZATION?(YES,NO) 
YES 
DATE?(MM/DD) 03/31 TIME?(HH:MM) 17:22 
START DATE?(MM/DD) 01 TIME?(HH:MM) 03:00 
STOP DATE?(MM/DD) 0M/29 TIME?(HH:MM) 16T0 
WARMUP TIME?(MM) 02 
FREQUENCY OF MEASUWEMENTS?(XXX) 005
 
ADDITIONAL SENSORS?(YES,NO)
 
YES
 
PRT NUMBER?(1-8)1
 
ADDITIONAL SENSORS?(YES,NO)
 
YES
 
P-T NUMBER?(1-8)2
 
ADDITIONAL SENSORS?(YES,NO)
 
YES
 
PW-T NUMBER?(1-8)3
 
ADDITIONAL SENSORS?(YES,NO)
 
NO
 
REASSIGN PORTS?(YES,NO)
 
NO
 
NOTE: No provision has been made to keep track of the year
 
in which a measurement is made. Because of this, if the system
 
is initialized in the year before readings are to begin, the
 
months of the year in which readings occur are numbered, 13, 14,
 
etc. Further, the data logger treats all months in the second
 
year as if they contain 28 days. Since this sytem was not
 
intended to run for periods of more then one month unattended,
 
this should present no problem. As an example, if the data 
logger is initialized on December 30, 1979 and is to start 
taking readings on January 3, 1980, the starting date used in 
the initialization routine would be 13/03. (Regardless of the
 
-year the data logger assumes February has 28 days.)
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6. OPTION E) DATA DUMP - This option is designed to permit
 
the data logger to be interfaced to an external device through
 
the peripheral connector in order to dump the collected
 
readings. The routine is entered by typing E. At this point,
 
any key may be typed except CONTROL S and it will merely be
 
echoed to the terminal or peripheral (depending on the position
 
of the DEVICE SELECTION switch as described in section 1.1-6).
 
To dump data to an external device (through the peripheral
 
connector), place the DEVICE SELECTION switch to PERIPHERAL.
 
The external device now transmits to the terminal and the
 
terminal transmits to the external device through the data
 
logger. If the data dump switch is depressed, the data logger
 
transmits a short header followed by all the data it has
 
collected. When all of the data has been transmitted, the data
 
logger once again echos all input characters. Control S must be
 
used to leave this routine The formats of the header and data
 
are now discussed.
 
a). HEADER - After the data dump switch is depressed, the
 
first six printed lines contain the initializing parameters.
 
All lines in the header are left justified and separated by a
 
carraige return, line feed and two delete characters. The first
 
two lines consist of starting date and time and ending date and
 
time respectively. All dates and times are transmitted in five
 
character fields identical to the format required to enter dates
 
and times in the initialization option. Separating each date
 
and time is a field of five blanks. Line three contains the
 
warm up time represented as a two digit decimal number. Line
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four contains the frequency of measurements in the same
 
five-character field as described for the starting and stopping
 
times. A two digit hexadecimal number in the fifth line gives
 
the number of data words stored each time a reading is taken.
 
Another two digit hexadecimal number in the sixth line tells
 
which ports are selected for measurement in addition to the
 
three dedicated ports (which are always measured). This
 
information is conveyed by examining the binary equivalent of
 
the number. Each of the eight binary digits corresponds to a
 
port. If a digit is one, the corresponding port is selected for
 
additional measurement. Letting the least significant digit be
 
bit 0 and the most significant digit be bit 7, the
 
correspondences of binary bits in this eight bit word and ports
 
are as follows;
 
BIT 0 - PORT 1
 
BIT 1 - PORT 2
 
BIT 2 - PORT 3
 
BIT 3 - PORT 4 
BIT 4 - PORT 5
 
BIT 5 - PORT 6
 
BIT 6 - PORT 7
 
BIT 7 - PORT 8
 
b) DATA FORMAT - The seventh and all following lines are
 
devoted to collected data. Each line corresponds to a separate
 
reading and is set off from succeeding lines by a carraige
 
return, line feed and two delete characters as before. Within
 
each line the unsigned hexadecimal data words are separated from
 
each other by a single space. The first two data words of each
 
line are two digits long. They represent the temperature port
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voltage (port 1) and the dew point port voltage (port 2)
 
respectively. The remaining data words on each line are three
 
digits long. The first of these numbers always represents the
 
pressure port voltage (port 3). From this point on, the data
 
words represent voltages on additional ports selected by the
 
user starting with the smallest port number and continuing to
 
the largest port number. To convert these hexadecimal data
 
words to corresponding voltages, the decimal equivalent of each
 
data word must first be obtained. Equation 1 is used to convert 
the first two data words. The remaining data words are 
converted using equation 2. 
1) DATA WORD X 5/256 V(PORT)
 
2) DATA WORD X 5/4096 VPORT)
 
In order to convert port voltages on ports 1, 2 and 3 to
 
temperature, dew point and pressure, the conversions listed
 
below may be used;
 
PORT 1 TEMP(DEGREES C) = V(PORTI) X 20.00 - 30.00
 
PORT 2 DEW PT.(DEGREES C) = V(PORT2) X 16.80 - 34.00
 
PORT 3 PRESSURE(mb) = V(PORT3) X 60.00 + 800.00
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1.4 HARDWARE SETUP
 
Before applying power the system must be configured
 
correctly. This involves checking the memory configuration, the
 
power switching board, and the baud rate.
 
The memory must start at address 4000 (hex) and be
 
contiguous upward. Each memory board has a dip switch which
 
determines the location of the memory board. The starting
 
addresses of the memory are written next to each switch on the
 
board. (Either the full four digits or the first two digits of
 
the address are given. For example, on the 2K memory board 42
 
indicates the starting address is 4200 (hex).) The memory
 
addresses must not overlap, therefore, if both 2K and 4K memory
 
boards are used in the data logger the 4K boards must reside at
 
lower addresses than the 2K boards. When a 4K board and a 2K
 
board are used, the 4K board must be set at 4000 and the 2K
 
board at 5000 (50). (In hex 1K=400, 2K=800, 3K=CO0, 4K=1000.)
 
It is important that only one switch is closed at any time.
 
The available memory must be checked to insure that enough
 
is available to record the number of readings desired. The
 
following two formulas may be used to calculate how much memory
 
is required or how many readings may be taken:
 
ADDSEN=The number of additional ports selected.
 
MEM=The amount of memory in system.
 
READINGS=The total number of readings you want to take.
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Memory needed(bytes)=READINGSXF2+1.5X(ADDSEN+1)Y+64
 
Number of readings allowable=(MEM-64)/F2+1.5X(ADDSEN+1)
 
The symbols F, indicate "smallest integer larger than".
 
EXAMPLES:
 
For example, if one additional port is selected and 
readings are taken every hour for 31 days, then the amount of 
memory needed would be 
MEMORY=(31X24)X2+I1.5X(1+1)1+64
 
=744Xr5 +641
 
=3784
 
APPROX.=3.8K
 
If no additional ports are selected how long can readings
 
be taken every half hour with 6K of memory?
 
NUMBER OF ALLOWABLE READINGS=(6K-64)/[2+1.5*(0+1)1
 
=6080/F3.51
 
=1520
 
Number of Days= 31.5
 
It is important to remember that the data logger can not
 
tell if it tries to store readings and has exceeded the
 
available memory. If this happens, sequential readings and data
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dump will print out incorrect values for the readings that it
 
tried to store after exceeding the available memory. The data
 
logger may be configured with up to 12K bytes of memory.
 
A dip switch for the baud rate selection is located on the
 
processor board. All communication between the data logger,
 
terminal, and peripheral must occur at the same rate. The
 
available baud rates are 110, 150, 200, 300, 600, 1200, 1800,
 
and 2400. It is important that only one of the switches is
 
closed at any one time!
 
The power board has three dip switches that control the
 
power switching relays. If the processor power is going to be
 
left on during the entire time the data logger is operating then
 
these three switches should be left off. This will disable the
 
relays and extend their life. If the data logger will operate
 
with the power off, these three switches must be on.
 
1.5 RECOMMENDED STARTUP PROCEDURE
 
1. 	Configure the memory correctly.
 
2. 	 Ensure that sufficient memory is available.
 
3. 	 Check the relay dip switches on the power board for the
 
correct position.
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4. 	Check the baud rate.
 
5. 	Turn off the MAIN POWER switch.
 
6. 	 Connect the +12VDC to the Back Panel.
 
7. 	Turn on the PROCESSOR POWER and I/O POWER switches.
 
8. 	Turn the DEVICE SELECTION switch to data logger.
 
9. 	Connect the sensors.
 
10. 	 Turn on the MAIN POWER switch.
 
11. 	 Depress the RESET switch.
 
12. 	 Use the software options as desired. When initializing the
 
data logger remember;
 
1. 	The internal clock is reset when the last digit of the
 
present time is entered.
 
2. 	The starting date/time must be after the present
 
date/time.
 
3. 	The stopping date/time must be after the starting
 
date/time.
 
4. 	The-warm up time must be less than (stopping date/time ­
present date/time).
 
5. 	The frequency of measurements must be greater than the
 
warm up time. If the warm up time is greater than the
 
desired frequency of measurements, then set warm up time
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equal to zero and always leave the processor power on.
 
6. 	 If a correction is made when specifying the additional
 
ports all ports must be respecified.
 
If any of these rules are violated the data logger
 
will not work correctly.
 
13. 	 Use current readings to check sensor connections.
 
14. 	 Turn off the I/O power when done.
 
15. 	 If the processor power does not have to be left on, turn it
 
off. Turn off processor power only when informed by the
 
user option page that warm up power is off.
 
Once initialized the system can be turned on again as
 
follows:
 
1) Turn I/O power on.
 
2) Turn the processor power on.
 
3) Depress the reset switch.
 
The terminal and/or peripheral can be connected (or
 
disconnected) to the data logger at any time.
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SECTION 2 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
 
2.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
 
This data logger was designed using the Motorola 6800
 
microprocessor family. A detailed understanding of the system
 
operation requires familiarity with this 8-bit microprocessor
 
family. However, the general overview which follows requires
 
only a broad knowledge of a few of the 6800 family components.
 
a). The microprocessor (6802) has an eight bit
 
bi-directional data bus and a sixteen bit address bus. Included
 
on the chip are 128 bytes of random access memory (RAM) which
 
are used as scratchpad memory and stack. Three other inputs of
 
interest are IRQ, NMI and RESET. When IRQ or NMI is driven to
 
zero volts, an interrupt or non-maskable interrupt,
 
respectively, is initiated. The processor then starts executing
 
routines to service these interrupts before returning to its
 
original activity. When RESET is driven low, processor activity
 
halts and its registers are initialized. When RESET goes high,
 
the processor starts executing the restart routine.
 
b). The ACIA (M6850) is an Asynchronous Communications
 
Interface Adapter. This device interfaces the microprocessor to
 
a serial communications line. It requires an external clock to
 
establish the baud rate.
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c). The PIA (M6821) is a Peripheral Interface Adapter.
 
This chip contains two eight bit ports and additional inputs
 
which may be used to trigger interrupt requests to the
 
processor. Each port (referred to as ports A and B) may have
 
lines individually selected as inputs or outputs by software.
 
In addition, port A is CMOS compatible.
 
The data logger is broken into the following five
 
assemblies (see Figure 3).
 
1). PROCESSOR
 
2). CLOCK
 
3). A/D CONVERTER
 
4). MEMORY
 
5). POWER SWITCHING
 
Each assembly is housed on a separate printed circuit board.
 
The memory, however, can be expanded simply by adding cards
 
until a maximum of 12K bytes of RAM are used. This permits more
 
data storage and thus longer periods of operation before dumping
 
data is required.
 
The following sections briefly describe each board and
 
indicate how boards interact with each other. A voltage
 
followed by (s) is a switched voltage and is present only when
 
the processor is powered. When +15 and -15 volts are referred
 
to and no (s) follows them, the voltages are present when warm
 
up power is on. If +5 volts is not followed by (s), it is the
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unswitched voltage which is present whenever the MAIN POWER
 
switch is on and +12 volts are applied to the system.
 
2.2 PROCESSOR BOARD
 
The processor board controls the overall operation of the
 
system and provides serial communications with external devices
 
via an RS-232C interface over which serial ASCII characters with
 
even parity are transmitted and received. A block diagram of
 
the board (as seen in Figure 4) is utilized to permit a general
 
discussion of the board's operation. Detailed schematics of all
 
the boards may be found in the appendix.
 
a). Power source requirements are listed below.
 
VOLTAGE CURRENT (TYPICAL) CURRENT (MAXIMUM) 
+5(s) 400 ma 700 ma 
+15 and -15 14.6 ma 19.3 ma 
b). Operation - The processor may be broken into four
 
basic sections.
 
Processor Section - The bulk of the processor board is
 
devoted to the processor section. It is organized around the
 
M6802 microprocessor. Decoding of high order address lines to
 
enable the clock PIA, A/D PIA, ACIA and EPROMS (eraseable
 
programable read only memories) is achieved with a 4 line to 16
 
line decoder (74154). Reset si.nals for PIA and processor
 
initialization are generated here through a combination of RC
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networks and schmidt triggers (7414). In order to interface the
 
processor to the (relatively) slow EPROMs, the memory ready
 
signal (MR) is held low for 870 nanoseconds after VMA (valid
 
memory address) and E (enable) go high, thus slowing down the
 
processor when it accesses external devices. Finally,
 
read/write signals (R/W + MR) and enable (E *VMA) for use by
 
memory boards originate in this section.
 
Processor Clock - Basic timing for both the processor and
 
the serial interface portions of the processor board are
 
provided by the processor clock. It consists of a baud-rate
 
generator (MC14411) and a 1.843 MHz crystal. A buffered 1.843
 
MHz signal drives the processor while eight signals ranging from
 
1.7588 KHz to 38.4 KHz drive the serial interface. This variety
 
of frequencies permits manual selection of baud rates from 110
 
to 2400 baud.
 
Serial Interface - This section transmits and receives
 
asychronous serial data via the ACIA and makes it available to
 
the processor on the eight bit data bus. Upon receipt of a
 
complete, even parity ASCII word, an ACIA generated interrupt
 
request causes the processor to execute the IRQ routine. The
 
TTL transmit and receive lines from the ACIA are interfaced to
 
RS-232C levels through standard interface adapters (M1488 and
 
M1489 chips).
 
EPROM - The program for the data logger is contained in two
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INTEL 2716 EPROMS. This yields a total program space of 4K
 
bytes.
 
2.3 CLOCK BOARD
 
The clock board times the intervals between periods of
 
processor activity such as data collection and switching on warm
 
up power. It is also the source of various control signals used
 
by other boards in the data logger.
 
a). Power supply requirements- are listed below.
 
VOLTAGE CURRENT (TYPICAL) CURRENT (MAXIMUM)
 
+5 1 ma 9 ma
 
+5(s) 120 ma 300 ma
 
b). Operation - Timing is achieved by a combination of 
crystal controlled oscillator, counters, shift registers and 
coincidence gates. The crystal accuracy is approximately 0.01% 
over the temperature range -25 to +85 degrees centigrade. A one
 
cycle per minute pulse is obtained from a 262.144 KHz oscillator
 
and counting circuits. This signal increments a 12 bit counter.
 
A comparison occurs between the contents of this counter and a
 
12 bit shift register containing the number of minutes in the
 
desired interval. As soon as the two numbers match, a
 
monostable multivibrator is triggered. This signal resets the
 
minute counter, triggers an NMI request to the processor (in
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conjunction with the clock PIA) and exits the board to turn on
 
all power at the power board.
 
The monostables which turn power off are also located on
 
this board. In order to conserve power, the PIA which controls
 
them is powered down except when the processor is in operation.
 
To prevent false triggering, two bits of different levels are
 
required from the PIA before either monostable is triggered.
 
The same technique is used to reset the clock when the system is
 
first initialized and to disable RAM whenever the processor is
 
not powered.
 
Two more lines from the clock PIA are used elsewhere in the
 
data logger. One triggers a conversion cycle by the A/D
 
converter. The remaining line is configured as an input and
 
responds to the data dump switch on the front panel. Table 1
 
lists the PIA port lines and their uses.
 
2.4 A/D BOARD
 
This board interfaces 8 single ended analog inputs to the
 
processor. The digitized data is read by the processor as a 12
 
bit CSB (complementary straight binary) word.
 
a). Power supply specifications are listed below.
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TABLE 1
 
Clock PIA
 
PORT A PORT B
 
BIT PIN FUNCTION BIT PIN FUNCTION
 
0 2 Reset Time 2 12 Turns Off Interrupt
 
1 3 Clock for Shift 3 13 Data Dump Switch
 
Registers 5 15 Initiate A/D
 
2 4 Data for Shift Conversion
 
Registers
 
3 5 Enables Power Down
 
Monostables
 
4 6 Power Off (2)
 
5 7 Power Off (3)
 
6 8 Memory Enable
 
7 9 Memory Enable
 
A/D PIA
 
PORT A PORT B
 
BIT PIN FUNCTION BIT PIN FUNCTION 
0 2 D0 (LSBI 0 10 D8 
1 3 D1 1 11 D9 
2 4 D2 2 12 D10 
3 5 D3 3 13 D11 (MSBI 
4 6 D4 4 14 Conversion Status 
5 7 D5 5 15 Channel Select (S0O 
6 8 D6 6 16 Channel Select (S1) 
7 9 D7 7 17 Channel Select ($2) 
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VOLTAGE CURRENT (TYPICAL) CURRENT (MAXIMUM) 
+5(s) 150 ma 278 ma 
+15 and -15 21.3 ma 23.0 ma 
b). Operation - Three PIA lines are used to select the
 
desired analog input at a CMOS switch (14529B). Before reaching
 
the A/D converter (ADC8OAG-12), the signal is buffered by a
 
unity gain non-inverting operational amplifier (OP-02). The DC
 
offset of this og-amp is adjusted by a potentiometer located on
 
this board.
 
A conversion is initiated by (INIT CONV) - (CONV STATUS)
 
where INIT CONV is the processor controlled signal from the
 
clock board PIA and CONV STATUS is a status bit from the A/D
 
converter. A low on CONV STATUS indicates that no conversion is
 
currently occurring. Upon satisfaction of these requirements, a
 
monostable is triggered which ultimately yields a 2.0
 
microsecond pulse to the A/D converter. This triggers a
 
conversion cycle which takes 25 microseconds to complete. Upon
 
completion, the status bit goes low informing the processor,
 
through the A/D PIA, of the conversion status and enabling
 
subsequent conversions. Table I lists the A/D PIA port lines
 
and their uses.
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2.5 MEMORY BOARDS
 
Two types of CMOS memory boards are available. Both types
 
are similar except in memory capacity (2K bytes versus 4K bytes)
 
and in the differences in address decoding this necessitates.
 
i 
a). Power requirements are listed below. Standby currents
 
pertain to the boards' current requirements when the boards are
 
not being accessed by the microprocessor. Operation current
 
refers to the current requirements when the board is being
 
written to or read from by the microprocessor.
 
CURRENT 4K BOARD 2K BOARD
 
VOLTAGE TYPICAL MAXIMUM TYPICAL MAXMUM
 
+5 (STANDBY) 8 5 ma 8 80
 
+5 (OPERATION) 40 ma 50 ma 80 ma 96 ma
 
(UNLESS NOTED, ALL CURRENTS ARE IN MICROAMPS)
 
b). 4K Byte Board - Eight 2K X 4 bit Harris 6514 CMOS 
memory chips form the nucleus of this board. Address decoding 
is performed in such a manner as to permit each board to be 
located at hex locations 4000, 5000, 6000 or 7000 in the memory
 
space. These locations are selected by a DIP switch mounted on
 
the board. The board may be enabled or disabled under processor
 
control by MEM EN and MEM EN. This combination of two signals
 
to enable memory prevents erroneous data being written into the
 
memory boards when processor and PIAs are powered down.
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c). 2K Byte Board - Sixteen 1K X 1 bit Harris 6508 CMOS 
memory chips are utilized on this board. Operation of this 
board is similar to the 4K board except that the board may be 
located at 4000, 4800, 5000, 5800, 6000, 6800, 7000 or 7800 in 
the memory space. 
2.6 POWER SWITCHING BOARD
 
The power switching board generates all the required supply
 
voltages and switches +5, +15 and -15 volt supply lines in order
 
to conserve power.
 
a). Power requirements are listed below.
 
QUIESCENT CURRENT
 
V0!4TAGE~ DEVICE TYP M4AX
 
+12 1 l 2401.H 1 ma 5 ma
 
T M 209K 2ma 8 ma
 
A12/D15/150/Z EFFICIENCY RATED AT 70% AT FUL EOAD
 
(150 ma AT +15 AND -15 VOLTS)
 
b). Operation - Two five volt regulators and one plus and 
minus fifteen volt converter are utilized on this board. The 
LM240LH +5 volt regulator provides for the low current 
requirements of the memory boards and clock board and is 
therefore always in operation. The higher current requirements 
of the A/D and processor boards are handled by the !M209K. In 
order to conserve power, the input to this regulator is switched
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off when the processor and A/D boards are not in use. The
 
output of the A12/D15/150/Z plus and minus fifteen volt voltage
 
converter is used to drive sensors (external to the data
 
logger), components on the A/D board and the RS-232C transmitter
 
on the processor board. The input and outputs to this device
 
are switched in such a manner as to permit a warm up period for 
sensors during which the processor and A/D boards are not 
powered. 
Voltage switching is accomplished with three Teledyne 720-5
 
magnetic latching relays. These relays control inputs and
 
outputs of the regulators and converter on this board. Signals
 
controlling these relays originate on the clock board and have
 
the following effects;
 
POWER ON (1) Turns on all switched voltages
 
POWER OFF (2) Turns off all switched voltages
 
POWER OFF (3) Turns off switched voltages except warm up
 
voltages
 
If switched operation is not desired (i.e. when power need
 
not be conserved) switches have been provided to disconnect
 
these signals and thus extend relay life.
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2.7 SYSTEM POWER REQUIREMENTS
 
As previously mentioned, only 12 vdc is required to power
 
the data logger and all external sensors. The current
 
requirement of the system is dependent upon the activity of the
 
system.
 
This may be broken into three areas;
 
Period 1) All voltages on (processor taking readings).
 
Period 2) Warm up power on, all switched voltages off
 
(sensors warming up).
 
Period 3) Warm up power and all switched voltages off
 
(waiting for next NMI).
 
The approximate current requirement in milliamps for each of
 
these periods is given below;
 
TYPICAL MAXIMUM
 
Period 1) (820 + R/0.65) (1300 + R/0.65)
 
Period 2) (10 + RW/0.65) (40 + RW/0.65)
 
Period 3) 3 40
 
In the above, R is the total current required by all sensors and
 
RW is the current required by sensors powered by the warm up
 
voltages. Although the length of Period 1 is dependent upon the
 
number of sensors selected during the initialization procedure,
 
it is typically on the order of 0.75 seconds for three sensors.
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If the system is to be powered by batteries, the required amp
 
hour rating may be found by multiplying the current drain
 
associated with each of the above periods by the total time each
 
of these periods occurs in the anticipated period of system 
operation.
 
SECTION 3 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
 
The software controls all of the hardware in the data
 
logger, the selection of which power is on or off and the
 
acquisition of data. A detailed description of the software
 
(the variables used and the function of each subroutine) is
 
given in the program listing in the appendix. (The reader is
 
advised to read this section first before trying to understand
 
the program listing.)
 
Whenever a user turns the system on and presses reset, or
 
anytime the clock board finishes timing an interval and turns on
 
the power the microprocessor starts the RESET routine (see
 
figure 5). The reset routine can be divided into two parts;
 
initialization of the newly powered system, and the user
 
options. The reset routine initializes the stack pointer in
 
order that stack operations and subroutine calls can be done.
 
The PIAS are then initialized. Since turning on the power may
 
change the timing interval in the clock, the clock is
 
momentarily disabled and the time for the NMI is reset. Some of
 
the on board RAM variables are cleared (specifically WHERE and
 
BACKUP).
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The second part of the reset routine waits for the user to
 
type a key. If the key corresponds to a user option, the option
 
is entered and the desired information is displayed or the user
 
is prompted further. If the user types an invalid key the user
 
options are retyped. NOTICE: When the user is at the user 
option page the memory is always disabled; at NO other time 
should the processor power be turned off. 
The hardware interrupt (IRQ) is connected to the ACIA.
 
Thus, whenever a character is received an IRQ interrupt is
 
triggered. The IRQ flowchart is shown in figure 6. The
 
received character is first checked for validity (even parity is
 
used). An invalid character results in the printing of a
 
question mark. A valid character is printed and stored in the
 
location RECEIVE.
 
If the received character is an ESCAPE then BACKUP is
 
checked. If BACKUP is zero the escape does nothing and a RTI
 
(Return from Interrupt) is executed. If the escape is valid,
 
the correct number of words are removed from the stack (until
 
address STRIP is reached), a ?*DEL*, is printed, and the user
 
jumps back an input line. If the received character is a
 
CONTROL S, several words from the stack are removed (as if a RTI
 
was executed) and the user is returned to the options page.
 
Every time a valid character is received a bit in location SIRQ
 
is set. This tells the user option page that the user has
 
pressed a key and would like something done for him.
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The non-maskable interrupt (NMI) is triggered by the
 
falling edge of the one-shot that turns the power on. This
 
occurs after the clock matches a time (typically the interrupt
 
is triggered 8 ms after the processor has started the restart
 
routine). The NMI usually indicates that warn up power to the
 
sensors must be turned on or that a reading must be taken. The
 
NMI routine (see figure 7) can be divided into three parts;
 
preliminary initialization, determining the reason for the NMI
 
and performing that function, and lastly, properly returning to
 
the interrupted section of the restart routine.
 
The preliminary initialization finishes the initialization
 
of clock b (the clock PIA, port B), and disables the clock board
 
from further (or multiple) interrupts. A delay is performed
 
(approximately 0.5 seconds) to allow sensors without warm up
 
power to stabilize. Variables used in sequential readings are
 
saved, and all variables are restored to their correct values.
 
The present time (stored in memory) is then updated.
 
The NMI routine decides what should be done from the value
 
of the status word (see figure 7). Before the NMI routine is
 
finished the status word is changed to reflect what functions
 
need to be performed next time. If all measurements have been
 
taken, 68 hours and 15 minutes is loaded into the clock and all
 
power is turned off. If measurements have not started yet and
 
if they start today, their starting time is loaded into the
 
clock. Otherwise 24 hours is loaded into the clock. (To allow
 
a warm up time, on the days before the readings start NMI occurs
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at a warm up time before midnight.) All power is then turned
 
off.
 
If the readings have already started, either warm up power
 
is turned on or the appropriate readings are taken. If readings
 
are taken, eight are averaged together for each port. After the
 
readings are taken a check is performed for stopping time. If
 
the stopping time has not been reached, the frequency of
 
measurements minus the warm up time is loaded into the clock.
 
If it wasn't warm up time all power is turned off; otherwise
 
warm up power is left on.
 
Every time power is turned off a software delay
 
(approximately 0.5 seconds) is performed. If the processor
 
power switch is on, the delay has no purpose. If the switch is
 
off, the delay makes certain that the processor executes no
 
other instructions while power is turning off.
 
The final section of the NMI routine checks if the user
 
options current readings, sequential readings, or dump was
 
interrupted. If none of the above options were interrupted, a
 
RTI is executed (the memory is still disabled). If dump was
 
interrupted, the memory is enabled before the RTI. If
 
sequential readings were interrupted, the current line of output
 
is restarted on the next line. If current readings were
 
interrupted, the current line of output is terminated.
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APPENDIX
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CONNECTOR DESCRIPTIONS
 
A) TERMINAL AND PERIPHERAL CONNECTORS
 
AMPHENOL 25 PIN (FEMALE) D-SERIES BODY
 
PIN 2 TRANSMITTED DATA (even parity ASCII, RS232-C standard)
 
PIN 3 RECIEVED DATA (even parity ASCII, RS232-C standard)
 
PIN 4 REQUEST TO SEND
 
PIN 5 CLEAR TO SEND
 
PIN 6 DATA SET READY
 
PIN 7 GROUND
 
B) PORT (SENSOR) CONNECTORS
 
CANNON DEM5WIS WITH CENTER COAXIAL CONNECTION (RG/50)
 
PIN 1 -15 VOLT (WARM UP)
 
PIN 2 +15 VOLT (SWITCHED)
 
PIN 3 +15 VOLT (WARM UP)
 
PIN 4 -15 VOLT (SWITCHED)
 
COAXIAL
 
CENTER ANALOG INPUT (0-5 VOLTS)
 
SHEILD GROUND
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POWER SWITCHING BOARD
 
EDGE CONNECTOR SIGNALS
 
1 SWITCHED +12V FROM FRONT PANEL
 
2 SWITCHED +12V FROM FRONT PANEL
 
3
 
4 POWER ON (1)
 
5 POWER OFF (2)
 
6 POWER OFF (3)
 
10 GND
 
11 +12VDC
 
12
 
13
 
14
 
15 GND
 
16 +5V
 
17
 
18 +5V (SWITCHED)
 
19 +15V (SWITCHED)
 
20 -15V (SWITCHED)
 
21 -15V
 
22 +15V
 
7
8 
9
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MICROPROCESSOR BOARD
 
EDGE CONNECTOR SIGNALS
 
1 AO 
A Al 
2 A2 
B A3 
3 A4 
C A5 
4 A6 
D A7 
5 A8 
E A9 
6 A1O 
F All 
7 A12 
H A13 
8 A14 
9 DO 
K Dl 
10 D2 
L D3 
11 D4 
M D5 
12 D6 
N D7 
13 R/ 
P E 
14 RESET 
R NMI 
15 RESET (MANUAL) 
S RESET (MANUAL) 
16 PIA SELECT (CLOCK) 
T PIA SELECT (AID) 
17 GND 
U R/W + MR 
18 GND 
V 
19 
W +SV (SWITCHED) 
20 E * VMA 
Y 
21 +15V (TRANSMIT POWER) 
Y TRANSMIT SERIAL DATA 
22 -15V (TRANSMIT POWER) 
Z RECEIVE SERIAL DATA FROM TERMINAL 
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CLOCK BOARD
 
EDGE CONNECTOR SIGNALS
 
1 AO
 
A Al
 
2 MEMORY ENABLE
 
B MEMORY ENABLE
 
3
 
C
 
4 DATA DUMP
 
D POWER ON (1)
 
5
 
E POWER OFF (2)
 
6
 
F POWER OFF (3)
 
7
 
H INITIATE CONVERSION (TO A/D BOARD)
 
8
 
J
 
9 DO
 
K Dl
 
10 D2
 
L D3
 
11 D4
 
M D5
 
12 D6
 
N D7
 
13 R/W
 
P E
 
14 RESET
 
R NMI
 
15
 
S
 
16 PIA SELECT (CLOCK)
 
T
 
17 GND
 
U
 
18
 
V +5V
 
19
 
W +5V (SWITCHED)
 
20
 
x
 
21
 
Y
 
22
 
z 
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A/D BOARD
 
EDGE CONNECTOR SIGNALS
 
1 AO
 
A Al
 
2
B
3
C
4 
D
5
 
E
 
6
F
 
7 INITIATE CONVERSION
 
H
8
J
 
9 DO 
K Dl 
10 D2 
L D3 
11 D4 
M D5 
12 D6 
N D7­
13 R/W 
P E 
1~4 RESET 
R 
15 
S 
16 
T PIA SELECT (A/D) 
17 GND 
U 
18 GND 
V 
19 
W +5V (SWITCHED) 
20 
X +15V (SWITCHED) 
21 
Y -15V (SWITCHED) 
22 
z 
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MEMORY BOARDS
 
EDGE CONNECTOR SIGNALS
 
1 AO
 
A Al
 
2 A2
 
B A3
 
3 A4
 
C A5
 
4 A6
 
D A7
 
5 A8
 
E A9
 
6 A1O
 
F All
 
7 A12
 
H A13
 
8 A14
 
J A15 
9 DO 
K Dl 
10 D2 
L 03 
11 D4 
M D5 
12 D6
 
N D7
 
13 R/W + MR
 
P E a VMA
 
14
 
R 
15
 
S 
16
 
T MEMORY ENABLE
 
17 MEMORY ENABLE
 
U 
18 GND
 
V +SV
 
19
 
w 
20
 
X 
21
 
Y 
22
 
z 
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FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR
 
1 +12V (IN)
 
2 +12V (OUT)
 
3 +12V (IN)
 
4 +12V (OUT)
 
5 +15V (IN)
 
6 +15V (OUT)
 
7 -15V (IN)
 
8 -15V (OUT)
 
9 +15V (TRANSMIT POWER)
 
10 -15V (TRANSMIT POWER)
 
11 GND
 
12 RESET (MANUAL)
 
13 RESET (MANUAL)
 
14 DATA DUMP
 
15 REQUEST TO SEND (IN)
 
16 REQUEST TO SEND (OUT)
 
17 CLEAR TO SEND (IN)
 
18 CLEAR TO SEND (OUT)
 
19 DATA SET READY (IN)
 
20 DATA SET READY (OUT)
 
21 SERIAL DATA (FROM PROCESSOR)
 
22 SERIAL DATA (FROM PERIPHERAL)
 
23 SERIAL DATA (TO PERIPHERAL)
 
24 SERIAL DATA (TO TERMINAL)
 
25 GND
 
28 A6 1[B 21IS DS 
A, 5// 9D 
/D 
CLC 1 5 4 
2EET 
2 
AS 20 
16D 
B 85 
ADSELECT T 14 745 . 1 19B 
GND 12= 40 Z853 21 24 
GND AIA V 5V RESET 40 9'D IS 
SSELECT ]K 4l11 AR-Q 
VMA 5 15 A 4 41111 D 
1V 
TX POWER 
2 -15 V 
249 i T 5G 5 R/W E 5733 6802A 1 A S" 
16A7 I 
IT 
1 
T 9 
12 
c 
1 
S 
14 
15V +15V 2 8 AS 22 16 6 
TXPWR2T XW R1 P 1 4 8 8 I i 1 214 E 9 AI80 A ] I 120 9 1 7 D7V 
TX DATA YTX DATAI14 22 DO 8 0 Al1 = 
20 D2 28 2-AlIK91 
RXDT 
+5V 18 
XDTI113 
80 
D 
19 D3 
I8D4 
8 274 
256 
A14 
Z5A5NMI I -M-
RX DAT DATA BUSI 
S XCK LCK / AT U DIP4 AD 
19122 24 SWITCH A 
MANUAL 
RESET 11 
1 
00 3 
21 
-3 
E@ AS 
AS--- --
IN 12K +5V 221(a +5V 4L-- 7412 I3 5 
4 622 2N222 i [ pF L--EA 
MANUAL S 441K CRAID ----- <If 
RESET , n 121-1,82 212 All - - - T 
+5V F p.+ V 1,843 MHz -l AIS 
_CRYSTAL A148 
RST 4 I R R/
 
PIAS 744--4RAII4 a R/W+MR
 
E-VMA
PROCESSOR VMA I 1 1 4i:L2 
BOARD
 R D S C H7 4 A I C
 PROCE S S O R SBtA

'vF u'" 
a1 
MS 61 P 
OUT2 N2 1A MCI4521 Q8OIJT2 R iRSI 
-
16 
K 
a 
36 
aS
5 
'1 
9 
~ ~~~~ 01 
I POWEREDBYPSWITCHED POWER 
R$ 
z 4 59 
2NI 
~~632 
8 1 
6821 
1029 
6 
RSO 55 
35D 
31 
30 
e 53 
-DUMP 
[2 MEM EN 
A 
(:oAI 
]> • 
!1 D2 
::oT:>o4 
4040 
~~~IK 
R5 
3 
34-L 5 
I 
_RESET 
=%4/ h1 
22_ 
13 
1 
_ 
VC 
L-_L__CONVERSION 
--­ <31]PIA SELECT 
<W+vs 
-- --- INITIATE AID 
2--UNUSED BIT 
1C LDK BOARDD.3CHEFATo 
/KEPOWER 
:L ,,R-, 13 
1NARELHP 1 5 
] 
1214 
iIp ,20K5 
+ 
OFF(2) 
2 ,RS101 10 3WTC 211 E POWE j311 4 
4015l D5 
UNMARKECDOC 
4015-- D 1 
CHIPSISCHE2MAT10aI 
14~+ 5 3 51 
P39e 54 
+*5V-ISV 
+5-
SID> 
ANALO$a 
ANALOG 4 D 
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° 	 * 
+THE *SOFTWARE
 
* 
*+THE FOLLOWING ARE ABREVIATIONS USED
 
*FReqUENTLY IN THE LISTING+;
 
*A 	 +REGISTER +A
 
*E 	 +REGISTER +*
 
*0T IR +THE INDEX REGISTER
 
tFtl+ +PERIPHERAL +INTERFACE *AUAPTER
 
* U I THE +PIA IS A PARALLEL 16 SIT
 
* +1/+O PORT THAT ALSO HAS THE
 
~CAPABILITIES TO DETECT INTERRUPTS.
 
* A'C+I+A +ASYNCHRONIS +COMMUNICATION tINTERFACE
 
* 	 G+ADAPTER 
* +THE t+C+I+A HANDLES THE SERIAL TRANSMISSION 
* AND 	RECEIVING BETWEEN THE PROCESSOR AND
 
* 	 THE TERMINAL AND THE PERIPHERAL 
* *Iml +NON-EMASKABLE +INTERRUPT 
* +THE tN+M+I IS CONNECTED TO THE CLOCK 
* 	 BOARD SO THAT ANY TIME THE CLOCK TIMES 
* AN INTERVAL AN +N4MtI IS TRIGGERED WHEN
BTHE S REACHED. +R+Q
TIM INTERVAL 	 +AN 

* t 	 WILL BE LATCHED IF IT OCCURS DURING 
o 	 AN NEMEIVGBUT IT WILL NOT BE EXECUTED 
UNTILTHE +N+MN ROUTINE IS FINISHED 
iI tR+Q +INTERMUPT tRE NTUEST 
* +THE tl+R D IS CONNECTED TO THE tA*C A 50 
* 	 THAT ANY TIME A CHARACTER RECEIVED 
o 	 BY THE +A+C+I A AN tisR+Q OCCURS +THE+ +R+Q 
* 	 ROUTINE IS EXECUTED IMMEDIATELY UNLESS 
* 	 A tNtMl IS IN THE EXECUTION PROCESSD 
* 	 UETA+BRACKETS INDICATE THAT THE PAIR OF
 
* 	 REGISTERS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS A 
* 	 SINGLE 16 BIT NUMBER. +THE FIRST 
REGISTER IS THE HIGH ORDER 8 BITS AND 
* 	 THE SECOND REGISTER FORMS THE LO 
* 	 ORDER 8 dITS. 
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* VARIABLES 
* AND * 
*+CONSTANTS
 
RECEIV tTHE LAST WORD RECEIVED BY THE tA CtIeA IS
 
~STORED HERE.
 
S SIRC 	 tTHE THIRD SIT OF THIS WORD IS SET WHEN-

EVER AN +I R Q OCCURS.
 
MONTH tWHEN A MONTH IS ENTERED FROM THE TERMINAL
 
> IT IS STORED HERE.
 
UAY tWHEN A DAY IS ENTERED FROM THE TERMINAL
 
~IT IS STORED HERE.
 
TIVEH +WHEN A TIME IS ENTERED FROM THE TERMINAL
 
~THE HIGH ORDER a BITS OF THE TIME IN
 
~MINUTES IS STORED HERE.
 
TIFEL +WHEN A TIME IS ENTERED FROM THE TERMINAL
 
~THE LOW ORDER 8 BITS OF THE TIME IN
 
' MINUTES IS STORED HERE.
 
S PmohTH 	 +THE PRESENT MONTH.
 
PDAY 	 tTHE PRESENT DAY.
 
b HIGH ORDER
* 	 *THE ITS OF THE PRESENT TIME. 
PTIVEL 	 +THE 8 LOW ORDER BITS OF THE PRESENT TIM .
 
S LMtKH +THE 8 HIGH ORDER BITS OF THE LAST TIME
 
' STUFFED INTO THE CLOCK.
 
LMIEL +THE 8 LO ORDER BITS OF THE LAST TIME
 
*STUFFED INTO THE CLCK
 
TEwFI-13 +THIRTEEN TEMPORARY LOCATIONS.
 
SMOTH +THE MONTH TE DATA LOGGER IS TO START
 
*TAKING READINGS
 
SD*Y 	 +THE DAY MONTH IHE DATA LOGGER IS TO START
 
TAKING READINGS.
 
ST*PEH 	 +THE 8 HIGH ORDER ITS OF THE TIME THAT
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* 	 THE DATA LOGGER IS TO START TAKING READINGS. 
* 	 STIEL +THE 8 LOW ORDER BITS OF THE TIME THAT 
* 	 THE DATA LOGGER IS TO START TAKING READINGS. 
* 
HFFEQ +THE B HIGH ORDER SITS OF THE NUMBER OF
 
* 	 MINUTES BETWEEN READINGS. 
* LFFEQ +THE 8 LOw ORDER BITS OF THE NUMBER OF 
*MINUTES BETWEEN READINGS. 
FMONTH +THE MONTH THAT THE DATA LOGGER IS TO
 
* 	 STOP TAKING READINGS. 
* FDAY +THE DAY THAT THE DATA LOGGER IS TO 
*STOP TAKING READINGS. 
FTINEH +THE B HIGH ORDER BITS OF THE TIME THAT
 
* 	 THE DATA LOGGER IS TO STOP TAKING READINGS, 
* 	 FTDPEL +THE B LOW ORDER BITS OF THE TIME THAT 
* 	 THE DATA LOGGER IS TO STOP TAKING READINGS. 
* CLCCKA +THE ADDRESS OF PORT +A OF THE *P+I*A ON 
*THE CLOCK BOARD. 
* 
* CLCCKB +THE ADDRESS OF PORT +B OF THE *PtI*A ON 
*THE CLOCK BOARD. 
* 	 WTIPE +THE WARMUP TIME IN MINUTES. 
CONE, 	 +A CODED VERSION OF HOW MANY
 
* 	 CTwC' DAYS, OVER 28, THERE ARE IN 
CT-FEE EACH MONTH. 
NUPAVR 	 tA CONSTANT, EQUAL TO EIGHT9 THAT
 
*INDICATES HOW MANY MEASUREMENTS TO
 
*AVERAGE TOGETHER FOR ONE READING.
 
COKVH +AFTER A MEASUREMENT IS TAKEN THEHIGH
 
* 	 ORDER B BITS OF THE MEASUREMENT IS STORED 
*IN THIS LOCATION. +THIS LOCATION IS ALSO
 
*USED AS THE SOURCE FOR THE CONVERSIONS
 
*TO THE PROPER UNITS.
 
* 	 CONVL *AFTER A MESUREMENT IS TAKEN THE LOW ORDER 
8 BITS OF THE MEASUREMENT ARE STORED IN 
THIS LOCATION. THIS LOCATION IS ALSO USED
 
AS THE SOURCE FOR THE CONVERSIONS TO THE
 
* 	 PROPER UNITS. 
MDATAK 	 +THE HIGH ORDER 8 BITS OF THE NEXT LOCATION
 
THAT A READING IS STORED IN IS KEPT HERE.
 
MDATAL 	 +THE LOW ORDER 8 BITS OF THE NEXT LOCATION
 
THAT A READING IS STORED IN IS KEPT HERt.
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STArFTM +THIS CONSTANT IS THE ADDRESS WHERE
 
*MEASUREMENTS ARE FIRST STORED IN MEMORY.
 
* 
CNTrL 	 +THIS LOCATION IS A READ ONLY REGISTER IN
 
THE *A*C*I*A THAT HOLDS STATUS INFORMATION
 
ABOUT THE LAST RECEIVED WORD.
 
* 
DATA +THIS LOCATION IS THE REGISTER IN THE
 
+AYCt1+A THAT RECEIVES A WORD OR TRANSMITS
 
*A WORD.
 
EMASK +THIS CONSTANT IS +A*N+DED WITH THE CNTRL WORD
 
*TO CHECK FOR A PARITY Ok FRAME ERROR.
 
THASK +THE CONSTANT IS +AtN+DED WITH THE CNTRL WORD
 
*TO TELL IF THE tA+C1I*A IS FREE TO TRANSMIT
 
*A wORD.
 
ADFIAA +THIS IS THE LOCATION OF PORT +A OF THE
 
*tP+IA ON THE tA/*D BOARD.
 
ADFIAB 	 +THIS IS THE LOCATION OF PORT +6 OF THE
 
* 	 OPpItA ON THE tA/+D BOARD. 
STATUS +THIS WORD KEEPS STATUS INFORMATION THAT
 
*TELLS THE +N+M+I ROUTINE WHAT FUNCTION TO
 
OPERFORM NEXT.
 
o 	 TEYFIR, +THESE LOCATIONS ARE USED TO TEMPORARILY 
SEOCND SAVE THE CONTENTS OF THE +I*R. 
POrTST +THIS WORD TELLS WHICH ADDITIONAL PORTS
 
* HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED IN THE INITIALIZATION 
*PROCEDURE. +A ONE IN A BIT 0-7 SPECIFIES 
*A PORT 1-8 RESPECTIVELY. 
NPCFTS +THIS LOCATION HOLDS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
 
OMEASUREMENTS THAT ARE TO BE TAKEN DURING
 
oEACH SET OF READINGS;
 
SEN UM +THIS LOCATION TELLS SUBROUTINE ADCVAL
 
*WHICH PORT TO READ.
 
FULLR +THIS LOCAION TEMPORARILY HOLDS THE NUMbLR
 
*READINGS THAT ARE TO BE TAKEN.
 
INCIR 	 +THIS LOCCAION INDICATES HOW MANY MEMORY
 
* LOCATIONS ARE NEEDED TO STORE EACH SET 
*OF MEASUREMENTS. 
WHIChl tTHESE LOCATIONS ARE USED IN DETERMINING
 
WHICH2 WHICH PORT IS TO BE READ NEXT.
 
CONVHI, +THESE LOCATIONS ACT AS TEMPORARY LOCATIONS
 
CONvLI FOR THE VALUE OF CONVHCONVL.
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* NUILOW, 	 +THESE LOCATIONS INDICATE HOW MANY READINGS 
* 	 NUMFI THE USER WOULD LIKE DISPLAYED DURING 
SEQUENTIAL READINGS. 
BACKUPt +THESE LOCATIONS HOLD AN ADDRESS TO JUMP
 
* BACKP 	 BACK TO IF THE USER PRESSES THE +E+S+CtA+P+E 
* 	 KEY WHEN HE IS INITIALIZING THE DATA LOGGER. 
* SAVINGS, 	 +THESE LOCATIONS ARE USED TO TEMPORARILY 
* SAVI 	 STORE THE CONTENTS OF THE +ItR. 
RECEIV ECU $12
 
SIRW ECU $13
 
MONITH ECU $4001
 
OAY ECU $4002
 
TIMEh ECU $4003
 
TIMEL ECU $4004
 
PMOKTh EGU $4005
 
PDAY EGU $4006
 
PTIME ECU $4007
 
PTIMEL ECU $4008
 
LMINH ECU S4009
 
LMINL ECU $400A
 
TEMP6 EGU 5400B
 
TEMP7 ECU $400C
 
TEMPS ECU $4000
 
TEMP9 ECU SOOE
 
TEMPIO ECU 5400F
 
TEMPli EGU $4010
 
SMONTI ECU S4011
 
SDAY ECU $4012
 
STIME- EGU $4013
 
STIMEL ECU S4014
 
HFREQ ECU $4015
 
LFREU ECU 54016
 
FMONTK ECU $4017
 
FDAY ECU $4018
 
FTIMEr ECU $4019
 
FTIMEL ECU S401A
 
CLOCKA ECU SEOO0
 
CLOCKB ECU SE002
 
WTIME ECU $4018
 
TEMP1 ECU $401C
 
TEMP2 ECU 5401D
 
TEMP3 ECU $401E
 
TEMP4 ECU $401F
 
TEMPS ECU $4020
 
TEMPI2 ECU $4021
 
TEMP13 ECU $4022
 
CONE ECU SCE
 
CTWO ECU SEF
 
CTHPEE ECU SB
 
STAPTA ECU 57F
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NUMAVR ECU $08
 
CONVH ECU $4023
 
CONVL EGU $4024
 
MDATAr ECU $4025
 
MDATAL ECU $4026
 
ST4RTP ECU $4040
 
CNTRL ECU $DO0
 
EMAS ECU £70
 
DATA EGU $D801
 
THASK ECU $02
 
AD&IAA ECU SE800
 
ADPIAB ECU SEBo2
 
STATUS ECU $4000
 
SOATE ECU $4027
 
TEMPIR ECU $4028
 
SECOND ECU $4029
 
TEMFI3 ECU $02
 
TEMPI4 ECU $03
 
PORT8T EGU $402A
 
NPORTS EGU $402B
 
SENNUM ECU $402C
 
FULLA ECU $4020
 
INCIR ECU $402E
 
WHICKI ECU $402F
 
WHICI2 ECU £4030
 
CONVhK ECU $4031
 
CONV.l1 ECU $4032
 
NUMLOW ECU $4033
 
NUMMI EGU $4034
 
bACKUP EGU £00
 
BACKP ECU $01
 
SAVINGS EGU $14
 
SAVI ECU $15
 
SENSCV ECU £F800
 
MDELAY ECU SF9E5
 
RSIIFT4 ECU SF94A
 
UELAY ECU SF9DE
 
CFG SFO00
 
FOO 202020 SPACES FCC +7 *7
 
F003 2020
 
FO05 00 FCB 00
 
F006 444154 DATEG FCC t7DATEt/(MM/DD) t7
 
Foo0 453F2b
 
FooC 404D2F
 
FooF 444429
 
FOl2 20
 
FO13 00 FCB 00
 
F014 544940 TImEQ FCC t7TIME*/CHH*;MM) +7
 
Fo17 453Fb2
 
FoIA 48483A
 
FOiL 4D4D29
 
F020 20
 
Fo2l O0 FCB 00
 
Ft22 535441 START FCC 4TSTART +T
 
Fo2b 525420
 
F028 00 FCB 00
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F029 53544F STOP FCC t7STOP +7 
F02L 5020 
F2E 00 FCB 00 
FQ2F 465245 FREG FCC +7FREQUENCY OF +7 
F032 515545 
F035 4L4359 
Fg3e 204F4b 
F036 20 
F03C 4D4541 FCC +7MEASUREMENTS7 
F03F 535552 
F042 454D5 
F045 4E5453 
F048 00 FCS 00 
F049 3F285b QFREQ FCC +7T/(XXX) -7 
FO4C 585829 
FO4 20 
F050 00 FCS 00 
F05 574152 WAtMUP FCC t7WARMUP +7 
F054 40555U 
F57 20 
F058 00 FCB 00 
F059 444154 DA FCC +7DATE +7 
FOSC 4520 
FO5E 00 FCB 00 
F05F 54494U TI FCC t7TIME *7 
F062 4520 
F064 00 FCB 00 
F065 204049 MIN FCC +7 MINS +7 
F068 4E5320 
F06B 00 FCB 00 
Fo6C 4E455d NEXTP FCC +7NEXT READING AT +7 
FO6F 54i05Z 
F072 454144 
F075 494E47 
F7 204154 
FuTS 20 
FO7C 00 FCB 00 
FO7U 504153 PR FCC +7PAST READINGS t7 
FP0 542052 
FOB3 454144 
F066 494E47 
F059 5320 
FO8b O0 FC8 00 
F08C 5445&U TE FCC +7TEMP +7 
FOBF 5020 
F091 OU FCB 00 
F092 54494U WTIMEU FCC +TTIME*/{MM) .7 
F095 453F2b 
F09b 404DZ9 
FogB 20 
F09C 00 FCB 00 
Foq 414444 ADDSEN FCC +7ADDITIONAL SENSOR*/*7 
FOAO 495449 
FOA3 4F4E41 
FOAb 4C2053 
FOA9 454E53 
FOAC 4Fb23F 
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FOAF 00 FCb 00 
FOBu 504F5d PORTv FCC +7PORT NUMBERt/(I-)+7 
FOB3 54204E. 
FO6 554D42 
FCB9 4 5523F 
FOBC 283120 
FoEF 3829 
FOCI O0 FCB O0 
FOC2 494E49 PINIT FCC +TINITIALIZATION+/+7-
FOCb b*4941 
FOC8 4C495A 
FOCS 415449 
FPCE 4F4E3F 
FODI 00 FCb 00 
FOD2 2b5945 YEbNO FCC +7{YESNO) +7 
FODb 532C4E 
FODS 4F292U 
FODB ODOA7F FCb SOD,$OA,S7F,$7F00 
FODE 7FO0 
FOEv 574152 WCURRS FCC +7WARM-UP TIME =+7 
FOE3 402055 
FOEb 5G2054 
FOE9 494D4b 
FOEC 203D 
FOEE 00 FCB 00 
FoEF 545950 RS FCC /TYPE t7Rt7 FOR A READING CONTROL/ 
FOF 452027 
FOF5 522720 
FOF8 464F52 
FOFB 204120 
FOFE 524541 
FlIO 44494E 
F104 472C2U 
F107 
FI0 A 
434F4E 
54 524F 
FlOD 4C 
FloE 202753 FCC / t7S+7 WHEN DONE/ 
Fi1 272057 
F114 48454E 
F117 20444F 
FP1A 4E45 
FlIC ODOATF FCB SO0,SOA,57FS7FOO 
FlF 7FcO 
F121 524541 DoNEIN FCC t7REASSIGN PORTS+/t7 
F124 535349 
F127 474E20 
F12A 504F52 
F12U 54533F 
F130 00 FCB 00 
*tTHIS SLEROUTINE WAITS FOR THE 
*INPUT OF A YES OR A NO. +IF A 
*+T7YES+7 I5 TYPED A 0 IS RETURNED 
*IN +A. tIF ANYTHING ELSE IS TYPED 
*A I IS RETURNED IN +A. 
Fi31 3E CHYES %AI ;WAIT FOR AN tI*RtQ 
F132 9612 LCAA RECEIV ;+A=LAST CHAR. RECEIVED 
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F134 819 CNPA .$te7y7 
Fl3b 2611 BIg NOTY ;BRANCH IF NOT A +7Y7 
F130 E WAI ;WAIT FOR THE SECOND CHAR 
F739 9612 LCAA RECEIV ;+A=LAST CHAR. RECEIVED 
F136 6145 C'PA -5+7E+7 
F130 2B BNE NOTYES ;BRANCH TO NOTYES IF NOT A +7E.7 
F13F 3E WAAI ;WAIT FOR THE +75+7 
F140 9612 LCAA RECEIV ;*A=LAST CHAR RECEIVED 
F142 8153 CNPA .S7547 
F144 2604 BNE NOTYES ;BRANCH IF NOT A +75t7 
F146 4F CLRA ICLEAR +A MUST BE A YES 
F147 20U3 8FA YESTST ;BRANCH TO YES TEST 
F149 
F14A 
F14C 
3E 
8601 
BDF555 
NOTY 
NOTYES 
YESTST 
WAI 
LCAA 
..5R 
'5$01 
LFCR 
;WAIT FOR ANOTHER CHAR 
;NOT A YES LOAD iA=j 
;SKIp A LINE 
F14F 7F0012 CLR RECEIV ;CLEAR RECEIV 
F152 4D TSTA ;TEST +A 
F153 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
"MULTIPLIES WANTS IN REG +A BY 10, 
*LEAVING THE RESULT IN +A. 
7154 48 AXTEN ASLA ;CONTAINS 20+X 
F155 16 TAB ;CONTAINS 2tX 
F156 48 ASLA ;CONTAINS 4t+A 
FIB! 48 ASLA ;CONTAINS 80+X 
F158 18 AEA ;ADDS 8*X AND 2*+X 
F159 39 PTS teAz10# X 
*+INPUTS TWO DIGITS AND LEAVES 
FTHEIR DECIMAL VALUE IN +A. 
FIS 3BE TWODIC %AI ;WAIT FOR THE CHAR 
F15b 
F15U 
9612 
BDF683 
LCAA 
-.5R 
RECEIV 
ASCHEX 
;MOVE THE CHAR INTO +A 
;CONVERT TO HEX EQUIVALENT 
F160 BF154 '.SR AXTEN ;MULT tA BY 10 
F163 16 TAB ;STORE FIRST DIGIT IN +8 
F164 3E wAI ;WAIT FOR NEXT DIGIT 
F165 9612 LCAA RECEIV ;MOVE THE CHAR INTO +A 
F167 6D63 SR ASCHEX ;CONVERT TO HEX EQUIVALENT 
F16A jB AEA ;ADD BOTH DIGITS 
Fi6b 39 FTS ;VALUE OF INPUT IN +A 
*+INPUTS tS+T+AtR+T,+F+I+NtI+S+H,AND +P*RtE+S+E4N+I 
*DATE ANC TIME;WARM-UP TIME AND*FRE6. OF MEASUREMENTS. 
F16C CEF16C INDAT LCX .SINOAT 
F16F DFO0 SIX BACKUP ;SET BACKUP FOR *DkLO 
F171 BDF600 ,.SR PSP 
F174 
F177 
BDFSF5 
BDF24b 
,.SR 
'SR 
PSPACE 
GETDAT ;GETS THE PRESENT DATE ANU TIME 
F17A BOF28 ',JSR RCLK ;RESET THE CLOCK TO 0 TIME 
F170 CE4005 LCX --SPMONTH ;TELL REMEMBER WHERE TO STORE 
F180 BDF27 ,SR REMEM ;STORES PRESENT DATE AND TIME 
F183 BDF55z .SR LFCR ;PRINTS LF AND CR 
F186 CEF16C INSTAR LCX SINUAT 
F189 DF-O STX BACKUP 
F18u 
Fi 
CEF022 
7DF717 
LCX 
,SR 
.$START 
PRINT 
;LOAD START 
;PRINT t7START+7 
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F191 BDF246 -5R GETDAT ;GET STARTING DATE AND TIME 
P194 CE4011 LCX $SMONTH ;TELL REMEMBER THIS IS STARTING 
;INFORMATION 
F197 BDF27b ,5R REMEM ;STORE THE STARTING TIME AND DATE 
Fl9A BDF5S5 .SR LFCR ;PRINT CR AND LF 
Fi9U CEFIBb INSTOP LCX -SINSTAR 
F1AG DFOo STX BACKUP ;SET BACKUP FOR *DEL-
F1A2 CEF029 LCX .SSTOP ;LOAD STOP 
FlAb BF7T7 ,SR PRINT ;PRINT +7STOPt7 
FlAb BDF6Ou ,SR PSP 
FIAB BDF24b .SR GETDAT ;GET STOPPING DATE AND TIME 
F1AE CE4017 LCX ,SFMONTH ;TELL REMEMBER TO STORE THIS AS 
FjBj BDF27b .,SR REMEM 
;THE STOPPING INFORMATION 
;STORE STOPPING DATE AND TIME 
FlB4 60F55S ,.SR LFCR ;PRINT LF AND CR 
F17 CEF19D INWAR' LCX -SINSTOP 
F1BA OFO0 siX BACKUP ;SET BACKUP FOR *DEL* 
FIBC CEF051 LCX -$WARMUP ;LOAD WARMUP 
FIBF BDF717 .,SR PRINT ;PRINT +7WARMUP 7 
FIC2 CEF092 LCX -.SWTIMEQ ;LOAD TIME+/ 
FICB BDF717 .,SR PRINT ;PRINT +7TIMEt/t7 
F1Cb BDF15A 5R TWOUIG ;GET TWO DIGITS 
FIC 8T4Olb SIAA WTIME ;STORE THE WARMUP TIME 
F1CL BDF555 .SR LFCR ;PRINt LF AND CR 
F1 CEF18T INFREC LCX SINwARM 
F1D4 DFOG STX BACKUP ;SET BACKUP FOR *DEL* 
FlO6 CEFO2F -EX SFREQ ;LOAD FREQUENCY OF... 
FI09 BF717 ,SR PRINT ;PRINT t7FREQ. OF *....7 
Floc CEF049 LCX -SQFREU IPRINT +/(XXX) 
FIDF BDFTi7 .SR PRINT ;PRINT IT 
FLE2 BDF2AD .SR THROIG ;GEI THREE DIGITS 
FlEb 7401t STAA LFREQ ;STORE LOW HALF OF FREQ. 
FlEB F41Olb STAB HFREQ ;STORE HIGH HALF OF FREQ. 
FlEb CEFIBi INPORT LCX .SINFREQ 
FlEE DFOO STX BACKUP ;SET UP BACKUP FOR *DEL* 
FIF0 Bb03 LCAA -$503 
FiFE B74025 SAA NPORTS ;-s OF READINGS NEED TO TAKE 
FjFS 7F402A CLR PORTBT ;CLEARS WHICH ADDITIONAL PORTS 
FIFd BDF55b MOREP ,SR LFCR 
FiFB CEFo9D LCX -SADOSEN 
FIFE 8DF717 SR PRINT ;PRINT +TADD1TIONAL SENSOR..+7 
F2Ol CEFODZ LCX SYESNO 
F204 BDF717 i SR PRINT ;PRINT 47(YESNO)t/.7 
F207 BDFI31 SR CHYES ;WAIT FOR RESPONSE 
F2OA 2b22 ENE INDONE ;IF NOT ZERO THEN DONE 
F2oC CEFiEm LCX SINPORT 
F20F 0FO0 SIX BACKUP ;SETUP BACKUP FOR *DEL* 
F211 CEF 080 CX -SPORTB 
F214 80F717 , SR PRINT ;PRINT ,7PORT NUMBER....t7 
FElT 3E wAI ;wAIT FOR RESPONSE 
F218 9612 LCAA RECEIV 
FaIA bDF~b3 .SR ASCHEX ;CHANGE TO HEX 
F210 SF CLRB ;CLEAR +8 
F21E OD SEC ;SET CARRY z 1 
FZ1F 59 ROLL RCLB ;ROTATE LEFT +8 
F220 4A GECA ;DECREMENT tA 
Fail 26FC ENE ROLL ;LOOP UNTIL +A=o 
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F223 FA402A CFAB PORTBT ;OR +B WITH PORTBT 
F226 F7402A STAB PORTBT ;STORE THE RESULT 
F229 7C4020 INC NPORTS ;INCREMENT THE NUMBER OF READINGS 
F22C 20CA BRA MOREP ;BRANCH BACK FOR MURE 
F22E BDF555 INLONE ,SR LFCR ;SKIP A LINE 
FZ31 CEF121 ISx -SUONEIN 
F234 BUF717 .,SR PRINT ;PRINT t7REASSIGN PORTS....+7 
FP37 CEFODZ LCX -SYESNO 
F23A BDF71T .,SR PRINT 
F230 BDF131 ,SR CHYES ;CHECK RESPONSE 
F240 27A9 BEQ INPORT ;IF YES BRANCH BACK TO INPORT 
F242 CEOOO LCX '50000 
F245 DFOO 5TX dACKUP ;CLEAR BACKUP 
F247 39 ;Is ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*,GETS ThE DATE AND TIME. 
F248 CEFOOt GElAT LCX -SDATEQ ;LOAD DATEt/ 
F24 BODFT17 ,SR PRINT ;PRINT *7DATEt/*7 
F24E 
F251 
BDF3C 
CEFOO 
,vSk 
LCX 
DATE 
-$SPACES 
;INPUTS THE DATE 
;LOAD SPACES 
F254 BUFTT .SR PRINT ;PRINT FIVE SPACES 
F257 
FP5A 
CEF014 
BDF717 
LCX 
'.SR 
STIMEQ 
PRINT 
;LOAD TIME+/ 
;PRINT +7TIMEt/ 7 
F250 BDF39E ,rSR TIME ;INPUTS THE TIME 
F26% 39 RTS 
",COMPARES START DATE TO PRESENT 
*DATE, RETURNS A 0 IN +A IF NOT 
*THE SAME, I IF SAME. 
F261 B64011 PSCOMP LCAA SMONTH ;LOAO +A WITH STARTING MONTH 
F264 B14005 OWPA PMONTH ;COMPARE +A TO THE PRESENT MONTH 
F267 2702 BE MSAME ;IF EQUAL BRANCH TO MSAME 
F2 6 9 4F CLRA ;IF NOT EQUAL CLEAR +A 
F26A 39 FTS ;AND RETURN VALUE tA=O 
F268 B64012 MSAME LCAA SDAY ;LOAD +A WITH STARTING DAY 
F2PE 81400t CfPA PDAY ;COMPARE +A TO THE PRESENT DAY 
F271 2702 EEO OSAME ;BRANCH IF THE SAME TO DSAME 
F273 4F CLRA ;IF NOT THE SAME CLEAR +A 
F74 39 FTS ;AND RETURN VALUE +A=O 
F275 8601 DSAPE LCAA -$$01 ;THE DATES ARE THE SAME 
F277 39 STS ;RETURN VALUE *A=I 
*.S TORES THE NUMBERS IN MONTH, DAY, 
*TIAEH, AhD 
*LOCATIONS. 
TIMEL INTO 4 CONTIGUOUS 
'THE ADDRESS OF THE FIRST 
*LOCATION MUST BE IN THE INDEX REG. 
*sEFORE TI- SUBROUTINE IS CALLED. 
F2T8 864001 REMEM LCAA MONTH ;LOAD MONTH INTO +A 
F276 A700 STAA oO,X ;STORE INTO FIRST LOCATION 
F270 664002 LCAA DAY ;LOAD DAY INTO +A 
F280 ATO1 STAA O1,X ;STORE DAY INTO SECOND LOCATION 
F282 8b4003 LCAA TIMEH LOAD TIMEX INTO tA 
F Ab5702 SIAA 02,X ;STORE TIMEH INTO THIRD LOCATION 
F287 864004 LCAA TIMEL ;LOAD TIMEL INTO +A 
F28A A703 STAA 030x ;STORE TImEL INTO FOURTH LOCATION 
F28C 39 FTS ;RETURN 
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*+THIS SLEROUTINE RESETS THE CLOCK
 
*TO TIME C. 
F28U 36 RCLK PSHA ;SAVE +A 
F2BE 37 FPHB ;SAVE +8 
Fz8 B6EOoO UCAA CLOCKA ;LOAD CLOCKA INTO +A 
F29 16 TAB ;COPY +A INTO +5 
F293 BAOI CRAA -$301 ;+O+R +A WITH 01 (HEX) 
F295 847F ANDA $S7F ;+A+N+D +A wITH 7F (HEX) 
Fi97 BTEGO0 STAA CLOCKA - ;STORE tA IN CLOCKA 
F29A F7EOOO STAB CLOCKA ;RETURN CLOCKA TO ORIGINAL VALUE 
F290 33 RLLB ;RESTORE +5 
F2gE 32 PLLA ;RESTORE +A 
F29F 39 STS 
*tOUtT+A TRANSMITS TO THE OUTPUT DEVICE
 
*(TERPINAL OR TELETYPE) THE CONTENTS
 
*OF REGISTER tA.
 
FZAO 37 OUJA FSHB ;SAVE +8
 
F2A1 F6DBou bACKO LCAB CNTRL ;LOAD t8 WITH +A+C+I+A CONTROL WORD
 
FaA4 C402 ANDB -STMASK ;CHECK BIT 1
 
FZAb 2TF9 EEO BACKO ;WAIT IF BIT IS 0
 
F2AS 87Do FORORD 5TAA DATA ;WRITE OUT +A
 
F2AM 33 FLLB ;RESTORE +8
 
F2AC 39 rTS
 
*+INPUTS THREE DIGITS INTO [tASTl.
 
F2A 3E THROIG WAI ;WAIT FOR FIRST DIGIT
 
FaAE 9612 LCAA RECEIV ;LOAD DIGIT INTO +A
 
F2BO BF683 ,.SR ASCHEX ;CONVERT TO HEX
 
FZB BDF154 ,JSR AXTEN ;MULTIPLY BY TEN
 
F2Bb BT4O1C STAA TEMPI ;STORE IN TEMPI
 
5F CLRB ;CLEAR tB
 
F2BA CE0009 LCX 'S9 ;PREPARE TO MULT. TEN TIMES
 
F28D BB401C TENTIr ACDA TEMPI ;ADD TEMPI TO SELF NINE TIMES
 
F2Cu C900 ACCB -$00 ;A 2 REGISTER ADDADU CARRY
 
F2C2 09 CEx ;DECREMENT LOOP COUNTER
 
FaC3 ?6F8 BNE TENTIM ;BRANCH UNTIL ADDED 9 TIMES
 
F2Cb 87401C STAA TEMPI ;STORE VALUE OF FIRST DIGIT
 
FaCh F74010 STAB TEMPa ;STORE LOWER HALF OF DIGIT
 
F2C5 8DFISA SSR TwODIG ;GET THE OTHER TWO DIGITS
 
F2CE 5F CLRB ;CLEAR +B
 
F2C! BB401C ACDA TEMPI ;AUD LOWER HALF OF FIRST DIGIT
 
F2Dc F9401u ACCB TEMPz ;ADD UPPER HALF OF FIRST DIGIT
 
FZD5 39 FTS ;DECIMAL VALUE IN C+A+8).
 
r 2 8 9 
*+MIDNIG.T MINUS PRESENT TIME PUT IN t+A+B).
 
F2D6 Bb05 MIUNIG LCAA -Ssos ;24;O00 OSAO IN HEX
 
F2DB C6AO LLAB -S$AO ;LOAD THIS INTO L+A4B1
 
F2DA F04008 ,SLBB PTIMEL ;SUBTRACT LOWER HALF OF PHESENT TIME
 
F20U 624007 -SECA PTIMEH ;SUBTRACT UPPER HALF OF PRESENT TIME
 
FZEO 39 rTE
 
*tUpDATES THE PRESENT TIME, DAY, AND MONTH BASED
 
*ON THE LAST TIME IN THE CLOCK (LTIMEH,LTIMEL).

F2E1 Bb40O UPTIME LCEAA PTIMEL
 
F2E4 F O6400 LCAB PTIMEh
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F2E7 Bb400A ACDA LMINL ;ADD LAST TIME IN CLOCK
 
FaEA F94009 ACCB LMINH ;BOTH LOW AND HIGH ORDER
 
F2ED 67400b STAA PTIMEL
 
FaF F74007 STAB PTIMEH ;STORE BACK IN MEMORY
 
F2F3 4C IICA ;PROVIDES A CHECK FOR LOWCHK
 
F2F4 Clo5 OPPB $$O5 ;IS IT EQUAL TO HIGH ORDER OF ONE DAY
 
F2Fb 2703 EEO LOWCHK ;IF YES GO CHECK LOw HALF
 
F2Fb ?EO6 ECT FIXDAY iIF 6REATER BRANCH TO FIX DAY
 
F2FA 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
F2Fd S1AG LOWCHK P A .$SAQ ;IS LOW HALF = LO* HALF ON ONE DAY 
F2F 2201 efI FIXDAY ;IF LARGER GO TO FIXDAY 
P2rr 39 Pis ;RETURN TO CALLER 
F300 BOAL FIADAY ELBA SSAl 
F3o2 C205 SeCB SS05 ;SUBTRACT 24 HOURS (IN MINS.) 
F3U4 B74000 STAA PTIMEL 
F3G7 F74007 SlAB PTIMEH ;STORE BACK INTO PTIMEH+L 
F3OA B64000 LCAA PDAY
 
F3o0 4C LKCA ;INCREMENT THE DAY
 
F30 B740b 57AA PDAY ;STORE THE DAY
 
F311 81jC ONPA '$$XC ;COMPARE TO 28 DAYS
 
F313 2Cbl BEE MONCHK ;IF GREATER THAN GOTO MONCOK
 
F315 39 PT5 ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
F3l C6CE MONCHK UCAB -sCONe
 
FZI F7401U STAB TEMP2
 
F3ld CeEF LEAB -SCTWO
 
F310 F7401E STAB TEMP3
 
F320 CbBB LCAB $CTHREE
 
F322 F7401F STAB TEMP4
 
F325 F64005 LCAB PMONTH ;tB:MONTH
 
F32b 5A CSHIFT CECS ;DECREMENT THE MONTH
 
F329 2D08 ELT MONDAY ;IF ZERO DONE SHIFTING
 
F328 8DF34b SR TEMPSH
 
F321 BDF3Bb .SR TEMPSH ;SHIFT CONE,CTWO,CTHREE TWICE
 
F331 20F5 EPA CSHIFT ;LOOP BACK
 
F333 F64O1C MONDAY LCAB TEMPI
 
F336 C403 AOB -$503 ;GET OUT THE NUMBER OF DAYS
 
;OVER 28 THAT ARE IN THIS MONTH
 
F336 Cb1C ACDS '$28 ;ADO 28 TO GET DAYS IN MONTH
 
F33A 11 CEA ;COMPARE DAY TO DAYS IN MONTH
 
F33b 2Eal BET MONFIX ;IF GREATER THAN GOTO MONFIX
 
F33D 39 PIS ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
F33E 8bOl MONFIX LCAA '$i
 
F340 B740cn STAA PDAY ;RESET DAY TO 1
 
F343 B64005 LCAA PMONTH
 
F346 4C INCA
 
F347 BT00 SIAA PMONTH ;INCREMENT THE MONTH
 
F34A 39 PTS ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
*+LEFT SI-IFT TEMPI,2,3,4.
 
F348 7h401F TEMPSr AL TEMP4
 
F34E 79401L FCL TEMP3
 
F351 79401D PCL TEMP2
 
F354 79401C RCL TEMPI
 
F357 39 PTS
 
*,TuRNS ALL POWWER OFF.
 
F358 b6EOOu POwOFF LCAA CLOCKA
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F35b 8A20 CFAA -I$20 
F35BU 7E000 STAA CLOCKA 
F3t0 BASI CPAA -S$18 
F362 b4DF ANDA -$SOF 
F364 B7EO0O SIAA CLOCKA 
F367 39 FTS 
*+TURNS CFF *-15(S),-5(S). 
F36a S6EooJ wRMPOw LtAA CLOCKA 
F36B 8AI CFAA $Slo 
F36D B7EOOi STAA CLOCKA 
F370 8A28 CRAA 5$$28 
F372 84EF AKDA -ISEF 
F374 87EOO ,STAA CLOCKA 
F377 39 PTS 
*+THIS SLEROUTINE MOVES WHAT IS IN 
*PMONTH-FTIMEL INTO MONTH-TIMEL. 
F37b CE4001 UNSTOP LCX -.$MONTH ;+I+R=LOCATION OF MONTH 
F378 A6U4 UNROCK LCAA 04,X ;+A=+I*R-4 
F370 A700 STAA O0,X ;STORE IT IN *I*R 
F37F Ob INX ;INCREMENT .IOR 
F38b dC4005 CPx SPMONTH ;IF EQUAL WE ARE DONE 
F3e3 26F6 ENE UNROCK ;LOOP BACK IF NOT 
F36b 39 FTS 
C+*A+B]EtA+8]-(WARM-UP TIME) 
F386b F0401b SUBWTI SLEB WTImE 
F389 8200 SECA '$500 
F380 39 PTS 
*+INPUTS CATE OF THE FORM *6#6/46+6. 
*.STORES INPUT IN MONTH AND DAY. 
F38C 36 UATt PSHA 
F3D 37 RSHB 
F38E bOF1SA ,SR TWODIG ;INPUT TWO DIGITS 
F391 574001 STAA MONTH iSTORE THEM IN MONTH 
F394 3E WAI ;WAIT FOR NEXT CHAR 
F39b 50FISA ,SR TWODIG ;INPUT TWO DIGITS 
F390 87 0 STAA DAY ;STORE IN DAY 
F39b 33 PLLB 
F39C 32 RLLA 
F390 39 FTS 
*+INPUTS TIME OF THE FORM 6+6+1*6*6. 
.*STORES INPUT IN TIMEH AND TIMEL. 
F39E 36 TIME PSHA 
F39F 37 PSHB 
F3AO BOF1SA SR TWODIG ;INPUT TWO DIGITS 
F3A3 5F CLRB ;CLEAR +B 
F3A4 48 ASLA ;*2 
F3Ab 48 ASLA ;4 
F3Ab B74004 STAA TIMEL ;STORE TEMPORARILY HERE 
F3A9 48 ASLA 
F3AA 46 ASLA 
FlAb 59 iCLB';#16 
F3AC 48 ASLA 
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F3AE 59 RCLB ;;32 
F3AE 48 ASLA 
F3AF 59 PCLB ;t64 
F3BO 
F353 
d3400* 
C200 
SLBA TIMEL ;L*BtA3=60(2 DIGITS) 
SECB -5500 
F3B! 874004 57AA TIMEL 
F3B F74003 STAB TIMEH ;STORE THE TIME IN TIMEH.L 
F3Bb 
F3BC 
3E 
BOF15A 
WpI ;WAIT-FOR ANOTHER INPUT 
.SR TWODIG ;GET TO MINUTE DIGITS OF TIME 
F38F 5F CLRB ;CLEAR *B 
F3CU 884004 ACDA TIMEL 
F3C3 F9400B ACCB TIMEH ;ADD FIRST TWO DIGITS IN MINUTES 
F3C6 874004 STAA TIMEL 
F3C9 F74003 STAB TIMEH ;STORE THE TIME 
F3CC 33 PLLB 
F3CD 32 PLLA 
F3CE 39 S 
*+(OMPARES EPDAY -WARMUP TIME] TO 
*SUAY RETLRNS 0 IN +A IF NOT THE 
*SAME,l IF THE SAME. 
F3cF BDF59 PSCMPW .SR STIME ;SAVE PMONTH-LMINL 
F32 66401B LCAA WTIME ;tA=WARMUP TIME 
F305 B7400A STAA LMINL 
F305 7F4009 CLR LMINH ;SET LAST CLOCK TIME TO WARMUP TIME 
F3Db BDFEEI ,5R UPTIME iADD THE WARMUP TIME TO THE PRESENT TIME 
F3uJ BDF261 SR PScOMP ;NOw COMPARE PRESENT TO STARTING'TIME 
F3EI 8DF583 .sR RTIME ;RESTORE PMONTH-LMINL 
F3E4 40 TSTA ;TEST *A 
F3E5 39 RIS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
* 
T HE CONTENTS OF +A ARE CONVERTED 
*TO TWO +E*C*D DIGITS. 
F3Eo B7401D BCU STAA TEMPE 
F3E9 7401l CLR TEMPI 
F3EC FE401C LCX TEMPI ; IR=+A 
F3EF 4F CLRA ;CLEAR +A 
F3Fu 8Cooou SCULOP CFX -S50 ;IF ZERO THEN CONVERSION DONE 
F3F3 2706 EEO BCDDON ;IF EQUAL BRANCH TO BCDDON 
F3F5 09 CEX ;DECREMENT +I+ 
F3F6 88O1 kODA $101 ;INCREMENT +A 
F3Fb 19 QAA ;BCD ADJUST *A 
F3F9 20F5 EPA BCOLOP ;BRANCH BACK FOR MORE 
F3FB 39 BCGO FS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*+PRINTS THE USERe7S OPTIONS. 
F3FC 
F3FF 
60F7C 
CEF406 
DISPCH ,5 R ALERT ;PRINTS WARMUP POWER ( OtN,4OF*F). 
LCX -$DSPEC 
F40E BDF717 .,SR PRINT ;PRINT THE OPTIONS 
F405 39 STS 
F406 412920 OSPEC FCC +7A) INIIIALIZINGt7 
F409 494E49 
F40C 544941 
F40 F 40495A 
P412 494E47 
F415 206041 FCC t7 PARAMETERS +7 
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F41b 524 14C 
F4jb 455445 
F41E 52532f 
F421 ODOA7F FCB SOD,$OA,57FSTF 
F424 7F 
F42S 
F4Z8 
422920 
43555e 
FCC +7B) CURRENT SENSOR +7 
F426 52454L 
F42E 52053 
F431 454E53 
F434 4F5220 
F437 524541 FCC +7READINGS+7 
F43A 44494E 
F43U 4753 
F43F oDOA7F FCB SOD.SOAS7FTSTF 
F442 7F 
F443 432920 FCC +7C) SEQUENTIAL READINGS+7 
F446 534551 
F449 55454E 
F44C 544941 
F44P 4C2052 
F452 454144 
F455 494E47 
F45b 53 
F459 ODOA7F FCB SODSOAS7FS7F 
F45C 7F 
F45 44292u FCC t7) INITIALIZATION-7 
F460 494E49 
F463 544941 
F4 66 4C495A 
F469 415449 
F46C 4F4E 
F46E ODoA7F FCB $OD,$OA,$7FS7F 
F471 7F 
F472 45292b FCC +7E) DUMP+7 
F475 44554J 
F478 50 
F479 ODA7F FC6 $OD$OA,$7 7F,$2Ov$20,$20,$20,$20 
F47C 7F202i 
F47F 20202G 
F482 2b434F FCC /(CONTROL +7S+7 STOPS PRINTOUT)/ 
F485 4E5452 
F4Bh 4F4C2U 
F486 275327 
F4BE 205354 
F491 4F5053 
F494 20052 
F497 -494E54 
F49A 4F5554 
F49U 29 
F49E ODOATF FCB $OD,$OA,$7F,$7V.OO 
F4AI 7FoO 
*+THIS SLEROUTINE DISABLES THE MEMORY. 
F4A3 36 DI MEY FSHA 
F4A4 8t3F LCAA -$13F 
F4A6 B4EOOv AOA CLOCKA 
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FA9 B7EOOu STAA CLOCKA 
F4AC 32 PLLA 
F4AU 39 FTS 
*tSkIFT LEFT LtA+82. 
F4AE 58 SHFROL ASLB 
F4AF 49 FCLA 
F4BO 39 Ps1 
*COMPARE- PDATE TO FDATE AND 
*REjURNS A ZERO IF NOT THE 
*SAME. 
r481 37 PFLOMP FSHB 
F4B2 F64011 LCAB SMONTH 
F485 F7401C STAB TEMPI ;SAVE SMONTH 
F48b8 Fb4012 LEAB SDAY 
F48 F701u STAB TEMPZ ISAVE SDAY 
F4dE B64017 LCAA FMONTH 
F4C1 674011 STAA SMONTH IPUT FMONTH IN SMONTH 
FPC4 Bb4Olo LCAA FDAY 
F4C7 874012 .STAA SDAY ;PUT FDAY IN 5DAY 
F4CA BDF261 ,.R PSCOMP ;COMPARE SDATE TO PDATE 
F4CD F04OL LCAB TEMPI 
F4Ou F74011 STAB SMONTH ;RESTORE SMONTH 
FPD3 F6401D LCAB TEMP2 
F4 Du F74012 STAB SDAy ;RESTORE SDAY 
F409 33 PLLB 
FPDA 4D TSTA ;TEST +A 
F4DB 39 5TS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
**THIS SLEROUTINE MOVES SMONTh­
*LFREQ INTO LOCATIONS PMONTH­
*LMINL. 
F4C cE4005 STOPS LDX -SPMONTH 
FPDF AtOC ROCK LCAA 12,X ;LOAD THE NEw WORD 
F.E± A700 SIAA $009x ;WRITE OVER OLU WORK 
F4E3 ob IINx ;INCREMENT tI*R 
F4E4 8C4006 CFX -SLMINL*l ;COMPARE TO LMINL*1 
F4E7 26F6 ENE ROCK ISTOP IF EQUAL 
F4E9 39 PIS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*THIS SLEROUTINE INCREMENTS THE *IR 
*EQUAL TC THE NUMBER OF MEMORY 
*LOCATIONS NEEDED TO STORE EACH 
*SET OF READINGS. 
F4EA 86402E IRLOOP LCAA INCIR ;+A=,$ OF INCREMENTS 
F4ED 08 IRLOP IfX ;INCREMENT *I+R 
F4EE. *A CECA ;DECREMENT +A 
F4EF 26FC ENE IRLOP ;IF +A EQUALS 0 QUIT 
F4F1 39 PIS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*4TkIS SLEROUTINE TAKES THE DATE 
*ANL TIME THAT ARE IN MONTHDAyt 
*TIMEHM AND TIMEL AND COMES BACK 
:wITH THE ADDRESS OF THE FIRST 
OMEMORY LCCATION THAT HOLDS THAT 
*READING IN THlL *IR. +IF THAT 
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ORPADING WAS NEVER TAKEN THEN 
*ItR 0O000. 
F4F2 BDF592 RTAKEN .,SR SlIME ;SAVE PMONTH-LMINL 
F4F5 BDF4DC SR STOPS ;MOVES SMONTM-LFREO TO MONTH-LMINL 
F4F4 CE404U LCX -$STARTM I4I+R=STARTING LOCATION OF DATA 
F4FU BC4025 LOCLOP CFX MDATAH ;IS .ItR PAST CURRENT READINGS+/ 
F4FE 2713 EEG OVERF IS YES THEN READING NOT TAKEN 
F5ou BDF520 ,SR PINCMP ;COMPARES MONTH-TIMEL TO PMONTH-LMINL 
F503 2611 ENE RETUNE ;IF NOT 0, THEN LOCATION FOUND 
F505 O1 fCP 
F506 ol ,NCP 
F5o7 01ciCP 
FSOB BOF2E1 RJMP ,SR UPTIME ;IF 09 THEN INCREMLNT THE TIME 
F50B ol ,hCP 
FSOC ol ,CP 
FSoD ol NCP 
F50E BDF4EA ..SR IRLOOP ;AND 
TRY AGAIN 
;INCREMENT *I*R THL CORRECT AMOUNT 
F511 
F513 
20E8 
CEO000 OVLRF 
BA 
LCX 
LOCLOP 
$Ssooo 
;BRANCH BACK FOR TEST 
IREADING NOT TAKEN 
F516 FF4021 RETUNE Six TEMP12 ;STORE TEMPlE 
F519 BDF5B3 .SR RTIME ;RESTORE PMONTH-LMINL 
F51C FE4OZI LERx TEMP12 ;RESORE BIeR 
F5IF 39 PIS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
OThIS SLEROUTINE COMPARES MONTH,
*DAYTIME).,TIMEL TO PHONTH 
*PDAYPTIPEHPTIMEL RESPECTIVELY. 
*,LF MONT1...TIHEL OCCURED BEFORE 
*PMONTh...PTIMEL THEN A ONE 
*IS RETUFKED IN tA OTHEWISE A 
*ZtRO IS FETURNED. 
FSG FF4021 PINCMP SIX TEMP12 ;SAVE *ItR 
F523 CE400 LCX SMONTH ;tItR = ADDRESS OF MONTh 
F52b 8C4003 XLOOP CFX -STIMEH ;IS tl+R=ADDRESS OF PMONTH 
F529 2709 EEG ALEQUAL ;NOW CHECK TIME 
F528 A600 UCAA SO0,X ;ONE OF FIRST WORDS 
F52D A104 OPPA $04tX ;COMPARE TO ONE OF SECOND WORDS 
F52F 221E BSi- XOVER ;IF FIRST TIME IS AFTER SECOND 
FS31 ob IX 
;THEN THIS IS NOT 
;INCREMENT HI R 
TIME 
F532 2OF2 EPA XLOOP ;BRANCH BACK TO TEST NEXT LOCATION 
F534 F64003 ALEQUAL LCAB TIMEH 
F537 B64004 LCAA TIMEL 
F53A BO400a SLBA PTIMEL 
F3D F24007 SECB PTIMEH 
F540 2U09 ELT EQUAL 
F542 2702 EEO SECCHEK 
F544 2009 EPA XOVER 
F546 4U SECCHEK TSTA 
F547 2702 EEU EQUAL 
F549 2004 EPA XOVER 
F545 8tol EQUAL LCAA -s01 ;TIME FOUND LOAD 1 
FS4D 
F54F 
2001 
4F xOVER 
EPA 
CLRA 
XDON ;GOTO DONE 
;NOT FOUND LOAD 0 
F550 FE4021 XDON LCX TEMPLE IRESTORE +ItR 
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F553 4D TSTA ;TEST +A 
F554 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*+THIS SLEROUTINE PRINTS A 
*LINE FEEC (*L+F) AND A CARRAGE 
*RETURN (iCR). *RUBOUTS ARE 
*INSERTEC INCASE A TELETYPE 
*15 USED. 
F555 36 LFCR FEHA 
FS5b 860D LCAA -$0D 
F556 BOFZAO ,SR OUTA 
F5Ss 860A LCAA -SSOA 
F550 BDF2AO .SR OUTA 
F560 867F LCAA 'SS7F 
F562 BDF2AO SR OUTA 
FS65 BDFZAU .,SR OUTA 
FB6B 32 PLLA 
F569 39 PTS 
c+ThIS SLEROUTINE SHIFTS A 
o1 BIT WCRD 4 BITS TO THE LEFT. 
o.ThE 16 EIT WORD ARE 2 MEMORY 
LOCATIONS, THE FIRST IS POINTED 
*TO BY TFE I+R. 
FS6A 4F LSHFT4 CLRA ;CLEAR +A 
F560 6801 AROUND ASL SOIX ;SHIFT LOW ORDER WORD 
F56D 6900 RCL SOOX ;SHIFT HGH ORDER WORD 
F5bF 4C INCA ;INCREMENT +A 
F570 810k CHPA -S$04 ;TEST FOR 4 SHIFTS 
F572 26F7 ENE AROUND ;IF NOT DONE LOOP BACK 
F57* 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
**TIS SLEROUTINE SHIFTS A 16 BIT 
*WORD I BIT TO THE RIGHT. tTHE WORD 
oIS POINTED TO BY THE 4IR. 
F575 6400 sH1FTR LER O09X ISHIFT THE HIGH ORDER WORD 
F577 6601 PCR 01X ;SHIFT THE LOW ORDER wORD 
F579 39 rTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*+TjIS SLEROUTINE PRINTS OUT ONE 
*BYTE. *IHE BYTE IS IN +A. 
F57A 37 BYTOUT FSHB ;SAVE +8 
F57b ib TAB ;+B=tA 
F57C 44 LSRA 
F57U 44 LSRA 
F57E 4 L!RA 
F57F 44 LSRA ;SHIFT +A RIGHT 4 bITS 
F580 C4OF ADB -S$OF ;MASK OUT UPPER 4 BITS 
F582 37 FSH5 ;SAVE +B 
Fs3 B0F68U iSR HEXASC ;CONVERT TO HEX 
FS8o 
F589 
BOF2AO 
32 
.,SR 
PLLA 
OUTA ;PRINT 
;GET LOWER 4 BITS 
FSBA ODF68D .SR HEXASC ;CONVERT TO HEX 
F5BD BDFZAU .sR OUTA ;PRINT +A 
Fb9O 33 PLLB ;RESORE +B 
F591 39 STS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
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otT Is SLEROUTINE SAVES PMONTH­
*LMINL IN TEMPORARY LOCAIONS. 
F592 36 STIME PSHA ISAVE +A 
F593 37 FStiB ;SAVE +8 
F594 BDF616 .SR SATE ;CHECK IF AN STIME 
IHAS BEEN DONE 
F597 
F599 
26C2 
2015 
BNE 
E A 
CSTIME 
SOON 
IWITHOUT AN RTIME FOLLOWING IT
;IF IT HASN+7T THEN BRANCH 
;ILLEGAL REQUEST LEAVE SOBROUTINE 
F598 
FS9E 
CE4005 
A600 
cSTIME 
NOgtl 
LCX 
LCAA 
.SPMONTH 
SOOtX 
;+ItR=ADDRESS OF PMONTH 
;+A=VALUE TO BE MOVED 
FSA A706 ,SIAA 506.X ;STORE VALUE IN A TEMP. LOC. 
FSA2 
FSA3 
08 
8C400b 
PIX 
CPX -$TEMP6 
;INCREMENT +I*R 
iARE WE DONEt/ 
FSA6 
FSA8 
26F6 
8620 
ENE 
LCAA 
NOCHI 
-SS20 
;IF NO LOOP BACK 
FSAA BAAOOt CFAA STATUS 
FSAD B74000 STAA STATUS ;SET STATUS BIT SHOWING AN 
FSBO 33 SOON PLLB 
;STIME HAS BEEN DONE 
;RESTbRE +8 
F5B1 32 PLLA IRESTORE +A 
F5B2 39 RTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
oINIS SLEROUTINE RESTORES THE VALUES 
CoF PMONTI--LMINL. (+NOTE+; tIF AN STIME 
*HAS NOT BEEN DONE THIS SUBROUTINE 
OwILL DO NOTHING.) 
F583 3b RTImE FSHA ;SAVE +A 
F5B4 
F565 
37 
BDF61b 
FSHB 
,SR SAT5 
;SAVE +B 
;CHECK FOR STIME DONE 
FSBb 
FSBA 
2702 
2015 
EEQ 
BA 
CRTIME 
ROON 
;IF AN STIME HAS BEEN DONE BRANCH 
;STIME NOT DONE EXIT ROUTINE 
FSBC CE4005 CRTIME LCX ,SPMONTH ;+ItR=PMONTH 
FSBF 
FSC1 
A606 
A700 
NOC2 L'AA 
STAA 
S06,X 
SO0,X 
;LOAD VALUE 
;RESORE THE VALUE 
F5C3 
FPC4 
FSC7 
08 
aC400b 
26F6 
bKX 
CFX 
BNE 
-STEMP6 
NOCH2 
;INCREMENT -i+R 
;ARE WE DONEt/ 
;IF NO, THEN LOOP BACK 
FbC9 86OF LCAA $$DF 
FSCB 844000 ANDA STATUS 
FSCZ 874000 STAA STATUS ;RESET STATUS BIT 
FSDI 33 ROON PLLB ;RESTORE +8 
FSD 32 PLLA ;RESTORE-+A 
FPD3 39 RTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
1
+TwIS SLEROUTINE TAKES WHAT IS 
*IN +8 ANC PRINTS IT. +THEN IT
*PRINTS WATS IN TEMPS (USUALLY 
*A +74;47 OR A +7/+7). tAND FOLLOWS 
*THAT BY THE CHARACTER IN tA. 
FPD4 
F505 
F5Db 
36 
17 
BDF3E6 
VAROUT PSHA 
TEA 
,.SR BCD 
;SAVE +A 
;.A=tB 
;CONVERT TO BCD 
FSD9 
F5DC 
BOF7A 
B6402u 
.,sR 
LEAA 
BYTOUT 
TEMPS 
;PRINT THE TWO CHARS 
F5DF BDF2AO ,SR OUTA ;PRINT WHAT IS IN TEMPS 
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FSE2 32 PLLA ;RESTORE +A 
FSE3 BDF3E6 ,.SR BCD ;CONVERT TO BCD 
F5E6 BDFS7A JSR BYTOUT ;PRINT BOTH CHARS 
F5E9 39 PIS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
**TqIS SLSROUTINE PRINTS THE DATE. 
*+THE MONTH MUST BE IN +B AND THE 
*DAY MUST BE IN tA. 
FSEA 36 PDATE PSHA ;SAVE +A 
FSEB 8b2F LtAA SS2F 
F5ED 874020 SIAA TEMP5 ;TEMPSznT/e7 
FSO 32 PLLA ;RESTORE +A 
FBF1 BDFSD4 '.SR VAROUT ;VAROUT PRINTS OUT DATE 
rSF4 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*a'T.S SLeROUTINE PRINTS OUT 
*FIVE SPACES. 
F5F5 36 PSPACE FSHA ;SAVE +A 
FSFc 
FSF7 
37 
CEFOOO 
FSHB ;SAVE *B 
LCX -SPACES ;LOAD +I*R WITH ADDRESS 
FSFA BDF717 ,SR PRINT ;PRINT +7 +7 
FSFD 33 RLLB ;RESTORE +B 
F5FL 32 FLLA ;RESTORE +A 
F5FF 39 STS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*+THIS SlEROUTINE PRINTS ONE SPACE. 
F600 36 PSP FSHA ;SAVE +A 
F601 37 FSHB ISAVE +B 
FoO2 8620 LCAA S$20 
F604 BDF2AO ,.ER OUTA ;PRINT t7 +7 
F607 33 PLLB ;RESTORE tB 
F6o0 32 FLLA ;RESTORE *A 
F609 39 RiS IRETURN TO CALLER 
*+THIS SBEROUTINE CLEARS THE STACK 
*IN EXACTLY THE SAME MANNER THAT 
*A +R+T+I INSTRUCTION WOULD, BUT WITH­
*oUT THE RETURN JUMP. (+A R+T+I I5 
*A ETURN FROM AN INTERRUPT.) 
F6OA 
F608 
32 
33 
FAKERI PLLA ;SAVE +A (IN +A) 
PLLB ;SAVE +8 (IN +B) 
FboC 31 itS 
F60D 31 MIS 
F60E 31 thS 
F6oF 31 MKS 
F6XU 31 DNS 
Fb1l 31 INS 
F6i 31 ItS ;INCREMENT THE STACK POINTER SEVEN 
F613 37 
;TIMES JUST LIKE AN +R+T+I 
FSHB ;PUSH tB BACK ON STACK 
FPI4 36 FSHA ;PUSH +A BACK ONTO THE STACK 
F615 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*+THIS SLEROUTINE CHECKS THE 
*STATUS SIT THAT IS SET AND 
*CLEARED EY RTIME AND STIME, 
F616 8020 SATS LCAA -SS20 ;PUT A ONE IN THE CORRECT BIT 
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F618 b440O0 AtDA STATUS ;tAtNtO THE STATUS wORD
 
FblB 8020 SLBA '$120 ;SUBTRACT 20(HEX) TO TEST BIT
 
F611 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
*THIS SLBROUTINE INHIBITS
 
*THE CLOCK BOARD FROM GEN­
*ERATING AN +N*MeI (INTERRUPT).
 
F61E 36 OF!CLK RSHA ;SAVE +A
 
F61F 8604 LCAA S$04 ;SET THE PROPER BIT
 
F621 BAEO02 CPAA CLOCKS ;FORM WORD TO WRITE TO CLOCK
 
F624 B7Eo02 STAA CLOCKS ;WRITE WORD TO CLOCK
 
F627 32 PKLA ;RESTORE tA
 
F62b 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
*tTNIS SLEROUTINE ENABLES THE
 
*MEMORY. +THE TWO BITS THAT
 
*CONTROL THIS ARE ON THE CLOCK
 
*BOARD (PCRT 4B).
 
F629 36 ENMEm FSF1A ;SAVE +A
 
F62A 867F UCAA -S.1F ;ZERO CORRECT BIT
 
F62C B4EOO ANDA CLOCKA ;FORM WORD TO WRITE TO CLOCK
 
F62F 8A40 CFAA $$40 ;SET (1) CORRECT BIT
 
F631 B7EOOO STAA CLOCKA ;WRITE WORD TO CLOCK
 
F634 32 PLLA ;RESTORE +A
 
F635 39 PTS ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
*,T4IS SUEROUTINE ENABLES THE
 
*INTERRUPT FROM THE CLOCK BOARD.
 
F636 B6EO02 CLICLK UCAA CLOCKS
 
F639 8AFB AkDA $SFB ;RESET BIT 2
 
F635 87EO02 ,STAA CLOCKS ;WRITE TO CLOCK
 
F63E 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
OTHIS 	SUBROUTINE TAKES THE NUMBER
 
*IN EtAtEJ AND STUFFS IT INTO THE
 
*TIMER ON THE CLOCK BOARD. oTHE
 
*T.MER 15 ONLY 12 BITS AND THE
 
*4 HIGH CFDER BITS OF +A ARE
 
*ASSUMED TO BE ZERO (DISCARDED).

*(tBIT 	2 CF CLOCKA IS THE DATA IN
 
*TO THE SIIFT REGISTER. +BIT 1
 
*IS THE CLOCK ON THE SHIFT REG­
oISTER. )
 
F63 874009 CLKSET STAA LMINH ;STORE TIME IN LMINH
 
F642 F7400A ,STAB LMINL ;STORE TIME IN LMINL
 
F645 BDF4AE ,SR SHFROL
 
F648 	 BDF4AE J.SR SHFROL
 
BDF4AE .R SHFROL ;SHIFT LEFT LEA*BI 3 TIMES
F64 

F64E CEoo0C LICX -$12 ;+IR=12
 
F651 BDF4AE OVERHER,.SR SHFROL ;SHIFT LEFT £EA+BI
 
F654 36 FSHA ;SAVE +A
 
F655 4D TSTA ;TEST HIGH ORDER SIT
 
F656 2CXA BCE BITZERO ;IF HIGHEST BIT IS 0 BRANCH
 
F658 B6EOOO L'CAA CLOCKA
 
F65B BA04 -CPAA -SS04 ;FORM CLOCK WORD WITH DATA IN 

F6SD 87EO00 STAA CLOCKA ;WRITE WORD TO CLOCK
 
F660 8A06 CAA SS506
 
I 
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F662 87EO00 S7AA CLOCKA ;MAKE SHIFT CLOCK Go HIGH
 
F665 84FC ANDA SSFC
 
F667 BTECO S1AA CLOCKA ;MAKE SHIFT CLOCK GO LOW

F66A 2012 BPA RIGHTH ;CLEAN UP BEFORE LOOPING BACK
 
F66C B6EOOO BITZERO LCAA CLOCKA ;HIGHEST BIT IS ZERO
 
Fb6F 84F8 ANDA -SIF
 
F671 B7EOO0 .SlAA CLOCKA ;SET INPUT BIT To ZERO
 
F674 BA02 ,CRAA -5102
 
F676 B7EOO STAA CLOCKA ;SET SHIFT CLOCK TO HIGH
 
F679 84F8 AhDA SSF8
 
F676 B7EOOO STAA CLOCKA ;RETURN SHIFT CLOCK LOW
 
F67E 32 RIGHTH PLLA ;RESTORE +A
 
F67P 09 CEX ;DECREMENT *IR
 
F68 26CF BiE OVERHER ;IF NOT ZERO LOOP BACK
 
F62 39 RTS ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
**T IS SLEROUTINE CONVERTS THE
 
*ASCII l-ARACTER IN +A INTO A
 
*HEX NUMBER. (+IT IS ASSUMED
 
OTHAT THE CHARACTER IS A
 
*HEX NUMBER IN ASCII, IE. 0-F.)

F683 8039 ASCIZEX ,SLBA .S539 ;SUBTRACT 39 (HEX)

F685 -2E03 BCT BETA ;BRANH IF CHAR WAS +A-.F
 
F66T bB09 ACDA '$109 ;ADD 9
 
F689 39 PiS ;RETURN TO CALLER

F68A 8B02 BETA ACDA '$102 ;IS A +CDOE,OR +F ADD 2

F6SC 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
*+THIS SUEROUTINE CONVERTS A
 
*HEX NUMEER INTO A ASCII CHAR. 
F680 BBF7 HEXASC OCDA 'S$-9 ;SUBTRACT 9 
F6F ZE03 ECT ALPHA ;BRANCH IF *A- F 
F691 839 ACDA '1139 tADD'39 (HEX)
F693 39 PTS ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
F694 8B40 ALPHA ACDA S5540 ;ADD 40 (HEX)
 
F696 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER
 
*+THIS SUEROUTINE INTIALIZES
 
*ALL OF TOE FIAS IN THE SYSTEM.
OtIHERE AFE TWO PIAS+; THE CLOCK
 
*AND THE 0/0 PIA,
 
F697 7FEB01 PIAS CLR ADPIAA*l
 
F69A 7FEB03 CLR ADPIAB*' 
F69D 7FEoo1 CLR CLOCKA*I 
F6AO 7FE003 CLR CLOCKB+I ;CLEAR THE CONTROL REGISTER 
FbA3 4F CLRA
 
FPA* B7EsoO STAA ADPIAA ;CONFIGURE ALL BITS AS INPUT
 
F6A7 86EO LCAA '$$E0
 
F6A9 BTE802 STAA ADPIAB ;CONFIGURE BITS 5v6, AND 7 AS OUTPUT
 
;THE REST AS INPUT

F6AC 8604 LCAA S$104 
FbAE BTE801 STAA ADPIAA*. ;DISABLE INTERRUPTS AND 
;SET LOCATION 
;TO THE PERIPHERAL REGISTER 
Foal BTEWOZ STAA ADPIAB IDISABLE INTERRUPTS AND SET 
;TO THE PERIPHERAL REGISTER 
F684 4A CECA
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F6BS 57D800 STAA CNTRL ;RESET THE +AeCtI4A 
F685 8689 LCAA 'S$89 
F6SA 87D800 STAA CNTRL ;SET CLOCK RATE, wORD LENGTH, 
FbBD 86FF LCAA 'SFF ;AND INTERRUPT 
F6BF STEOoo STAA CLOCKA ;CONFIGURE ALL BITS AS OUTPUT 
F6C2 8605 LCAA S$05 
F6C4 B7Eool SIAA CLOCKA.1 ;SET INTERRUPT To THE NEbATIVE EDGE 
;AND CHANGE ACCESS TO PERIPHHERAL 
F6C7 66F7 LCAA -$$FT 
FbC9 blEo02 STAA CLOCKS ;SET SIT 3 AS INPUT, THE REST AS OUTPUT 
FbCC 8604 LCAA $SS04 
F6CE B7Eo03 STAA CLOCKB.I ;CHANGE ACCESS To THE PERIPHERAL 
;AND DISABLE ALL INTERRUPTS 
F6D1 8630 LCAA -S$30 
F6D3 B7EoOO STAA CLOCKA ;DISABLE MEMORY WITH THE NORMAL BITS 
F6D6 B6EOOO LCAA CLOCKA ;CLEAR ANY INTERRUPT ON PORT tA 
F609 39 RTS 
**THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS AN ANALOG VOLTAGE 
*ON PORT SPECIFIED BY SENNUM TO A 12 SIT 
*UIGITAL ItUMBER AND STORES IT IN CONVHCONVL. 
F6DA 36 ADCVAL PSHA 
F6Db 37 FSHB 
F6DC B6402C LCAA SENNUM 
FbDF 48 ASLA 
F6EO 48 A5LA 
F6E1 48 ASLA 
F6E2 48 ASLA 
F6E3 48 ASLA 
F6E4 87E802 SIAA ADPIAB ISELECTS PORT 
F6E7 BDF9E5 .SR MOELAY tALLOWS MULTIPLEXER TO SLTTLE 
F6EA S620 UAA '$S20 
F6EC BAEO02 QRAA CLOCKS 
FPEF 
F6FZ 
B7Eoo2 
86OF 
STAA 
LCAA 
CLOCKS 
-$SDF 
;INITIATES +A/+D CONVERSION 
F6F4 34EO02 AKDA CLOCKS 
F6F7 87Eo02 STAA CLOCKS 
F6FA 
F6F 
BDF9E! 
BbESOd READY 
,SR 
LCAA 
MOELAY 
ADPIAB 
;ALLOWS +A/*D TIME TO START CONVERSON 
F700 8410 ANDA '5510 
Fo2 
F7O4 
26F9 
B6E802 
ShE 
LCAA 
READY 
ADPIAB 
;CHECKS STATUS OF +A/*D CONVERSION 
;TAKES COMPLEMENTARY BINARY OUTPUT, 
;CONVERTS TO SIGNED BINARY AND 
ISTORES IN CONVHCONVL 
FT7 8AFO CRAA $SSFO 
F709 43 CCMA 
F7oA B74023 STAA CONVH 
F7OD 56E8O0 LCAA ADPIAA 
F71O 43 CCMA 
FI1 B740Z4 SIAA CONVL 
F714 33 PLLB 
F715 32 PLLA 
FY1b 39 PIS 
*tThIS SLEROUTINE PRINTS OUT 
*CHARACTER STRINGS STORED IN 
*THE PROGRAM, +THE STARTING 
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*AUDRESS CF THE CHARACTER 
*STRING PLST BE IN THE *I*R 
*WHEN THE SUBROUTINE IS CALLED. 
o.&HE SUEOUTINE THEN PRINTS 
*oyT CHARACTER FROM CONSEC-
OuTIVE MEPORY LOCATIONS UNTIL 
*IT READS A 00. 
F717 
F716 
36 
A600 
PRINT FSHA ;SAVE +A
BACKW LCAA SOOX ;MOVE CHARACTER INTO +A 
F71A 
F71C 
F71E 
8100 
2602 
32 
CNPA -SSOO IB5 IT A ZERO+/
BtE HERE ;IF IT ISN+TT THEN BRANCH TO HERE 
RLLA ;RESTORE +A 
F71F 
F720 
39 
BDFZAO 
RTS IRETURN TO CALLER 
HERE .SR OUTA ;PRINT THE CHARACTER 
F723 08 INh ;INCREMENT THE *I*R 
F724 2OF2 BRA BACKW ;LOOP BACK FOR MORE CHARACTERS 
.,TI.,I SLEROUTINE PRINTS OUT 
*A TIME. +THE TIME TO BE PRINTED 
*MUST BE IN MINUTES AND MUST*B STOREC IN L*BAI. 
F726 
F729 
F72A 
CEOo0 
08 
a03C 
PTIME LCX S$o0 ;CLEAR +I+R 
PLOOP INX ;INCREMENT +ItR (COUNT HOURS)
SLBA -$60 ISUBTRACT SIXTY MINUTES 
F7C C200 SECB -$500 ISUBTRACT CARRY 
F72E 
F730 
2CF9 
853C 
,BCE PLOOP ;IF NOT NEGATIVE LOOP BACK 
ACUA 60 IMAKE TIME POSITIVE AGAIN 
P732 09 CEX IADJUST *ItR 
F733 
F736 
FF4021 
F64022 
,STX TEMPI2 ;SAVE IN A TEMPORARY LOC. 
LCAB TEMP13 ;WRITE .S OF HOURS INTO +8 
F739 
F73A 
36 
863A 
FSHA ;SAVE +A 
LCAA 'S$3A 
P73C 87402U .STAA TEMPS ;TEMP5=t7.I 7 
F73F 
F74U 
32 
BDFSD4 
PLLA ;RESTORE +A 
',SR VAROUT ;PRINT THE TIME 
F743 39 P1S ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*+MULTIPLIES SUCCESIVE MEMORY LOCATIONS SPECIFIED 
*BE INDEX REGISTER BY 2.44140625 MAINTAINING 
*THE RUNKING SUM IN +A AND +6 (CONTENTS OF THE 
*MEMORY LCCATIONS ARE DESTROYED). 
P744 
P746 
AbOl 
E600 
MULTI LCAA sO1,X 
UCAB $OOX 
F748 48 ASLA 
P749 59 RCLB 
P74A BDF575 VSR SHIFTR 
P74D BDFT63 *,SR SHIFAD 
F750 BDFT63 SR SHIFAD 
F753 BDF763 "SR SHIFAD 
P756 BDF575 'SR SHIFTR 
P759 BOF57b ; SR SHIFTR 
P75C BDF57b ',SR SHIFTR 
F75F BOFT3 SR SHIFAD 
F762 39 PIS 
**THIS RCLTINE RIGHT SHIFTS THE 16 
oBIT wORC IN SUCCESIVE MEMORY LOCATIONS SPEC­
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OIFIED BY THE INDEX REGISTER, THEN ADDS THEM 
*TO COITENTS OF +A.+B (WITH ROUNDING). 
F764 6400 SHIFAC LR OOX 
F765 6601 FCR 01,X 
F767 A901 ACCA olX 
F769 E9 00 ACCB OoX 
F76b 39 FTS 
*+TwIS SLEROUTINE CONVERTS THE BINARY NUMBER 
*IN CONVd-,CONVL TO +B+C.0 AND RETURNS IT 
*TO CONVh CONVL. 
F76C FE4023 DECADJ LCX CONVH 
F76F 4F CLRA 
F776 SF CLRB 
F771 8CO000 DONYET CFX -SS0000 ;CHECK IF +I+R=0000 
FT74 2711 BEG FINISH 
F776 09 CEX ;DECREHENT +I+R 
F777 8bo1 kCDA $S01 ;ADD ONE To +A 
F779 19 CAA ;CONVERT +A TO A DECIMAL NUMBER 
F77A C900 ACCB $100 ;ADD CARRY UIT To 
F77C 874023 SIAA CONVH 
F7Fh 17 TEA 
F780 19 -CAA ;CONVERT +B TO A DECIMAL NUMBER 
F781 16 TAB 
F782 864023 LCAA CONVH 
F785 20EA EFA DONyET 
F787 B74024 FINISr SIAA CONVL ;STORE B+C+D RESULT IN CONVLCONVH 
F78A F74023 STAB CONVH 
F780 39 FTS 
F7BE 484F57 HOw FCC +7HOW MANY+/+7 
F791 204D41 
F794 4E593F 
F797 00 FCB 00 
F79d 285858 THREE FCC 7(XXX) +7 
F79b 58292U 
F79E 00 FCB 00 
F79F 4F4E2E ON FCC +70N.t7 
F7A2 00 FCB 00 
F7A3 4F4640 OFF 
€CC +70FF.+7 
F7Ab 2E 
F7A7 00 FCB 00 
F7AS 574152 POWIS FCC +7WARM-UP POWER IS -7 
FTAB 4DD55 
F7AE 502050 
F761 4F5745 
F784 522049 
F787 5320 
F79 00 FCB 00 
F7BA 2A4445 DEL FCC +7*DEL*+7 
F78D 4C2A 
F76 00 FCB S0 
0+TwIS SLEROUTINE PRINTS OUT THE 
*STATE OF THE WARMUP POWER (+O+N 
F7CU CEF7Ab ALERT LCX -'POWIS 
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F7C3 BOFT1T 5.ER PRINT ;PRINT +7*WARM-UP POWER IS+7 
F7Cb BUF629 5R ENMEM ;ENABLE MEMORY 
F7C 864000 LCAA STATUS 
F7CC 8402 AtDA 5$$02 ;CHECK WARMUP POwER BIT 
F7CE 2700 BEG wOFF ;IF ZERO THEN IT IS OFF 
F7DO ob4018 LCAA WTIME 
F703 2708 EEO WOFF ;IF WTIME=O THEN THERE IS 
;NO WARM-UP TIME 
F7D5 CEF79F LCX -SON 
F7Db BDF717 iSR PRINT ;PRINT *OtN. 
F7Db 2006 EPA DALERT ;BRANCH TO DALERT 
FPD0 CEF7A3 woFF LCX ,SOFF 
F7EO BOFT17 '.SR PRINT ;PRINT *OFF+. 
F7E3 BDF555 DALERT _SR LFCR ;SKIP A LINE 
F7Et BDF4A3 ,.SR DISMEM ;OISABLE MEMORY 
F7E9 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
END 
THE bINARY IN IN PHYSICAL BLOCK 2 
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CPG F8O0
 
..TIS SLEROUTINE APPLIES A LINEAR CONVERSION
 
*TU THE BINARY DATA IN CONVH,CONVL DEPENDING
 
oON THE CCNTENTS OF SENNUM+;
 
* SENNUM OUTPUT RANGE 
* 0 -30.00 - 70.00 
* 1 -34.00 - 50.00 
* 	 2 800.00 - 1100.00
 
>2 00.00 - 5.00
 
--THE OUTFUT IS PRINTED IN DECIMAL FORMAT. 
Fbuv 36 SENSCV PSHA 
FPoi FF4O2b siX TEMPIR 
Fav4 37 FSHB 
Fb05 CE4023 LEX $CONVH 
F600 bb402C LCAA SENNUM 
F~ob 4D TSTA ;TEST FOR SENNUM=O, GOTO TEMPCV 
F8CC 2603 ENE CHERE 
FtuE 7LF 892 1P TEMPCV 
Foll 8101 ChLRE CWPA $Ssol ;TEST FOR SENNUM=I, GOTO OEWPT 
F813 2603 ENE SKIPJMP 
Fa,5 7EFa5I .jP DEwPT 
P8b1 JIJ2 SKIPJMP OCPA .SSoz ;TEST FOR SENNUM=29 GOTO PRESUR
 
Fdl1 2b03 BNE HOPI
 
Foi§ 7EFdE4 ,IP PRESUR
 
FaIF bOFSTOb HOPI ,SR SHIFTR ;DIVIDE NUMBER BY 2
 
FbZi AO1l LCAA 5O1,X
 
F824 EbOO LEAB S0OX
 
Fb2b bDF7- ,SR MULTI -;MULTIPLY NUMBER BY 2.44140625
 
F829 A701 STAA SOI,X
 
F62L E700 STAB OOX
 
F 2D dUF76C AR DECgDJ
 
Fe.:u LEot, U)X .$CONVH
 
F833 s000 LCAA $00,x
 
F825 b4FO AKDA '$$FO
 
FE37 .4 LSRA 
Fb8 44 LERA 
Fc. 44 LSRA 
Fb3Z 44 LSRA 
Fb~o JAi CFAA '5&30 ;CONVERT FIRST .B CD DIGITr 

;To ASCII
 
F630 BF 2Av ,.SR OUTA ;PRINT THE DIGIT
 
F84L 862E LCAA -$$2E
 
Fb84 BDF2A, AR OUTA ;PRINT THE DECIMAL POINT
 
Eb45 A600 LCAA 600,X
 
F87 840F AhDA -$$OF
 
F849 8A30 CrAA SS30 ;CONVERT FIRST *BtC+D DIbIT

;TO 
ASCII
 
Fb o 8DF2Au ,'SR OUTA ;PRINT THE DIGIT
 
Fb4E AmOI LCAA SOLIx
 
FS5 BDF57A _SR BYTOUT ;PRINT THE THIRD AND FOURTH DIGITS
 
F85. 7EFb89 .tP MISSED
 
Fb5$ SOF76C TOGETR .SR DECADJ ;CONVERT TO DECIMAL NUMBER
 
Fe5 Bb4O23 JOIQNUP LCAA CONVH
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F8sC "D TSTA ;CHECK FOP TWO LEADING ZEROS 
Fb5U 
Ft B 
Ztb8 
eDFeOu 
BE 
.SR 
SECND 
PSP 
;IF NOT, GO TO SECND 
PRINT A SPACE 
Fob2 bDF6Oj QSR PSP ;PRINT ANOTHER SPACE 
F665 2017 EPA SKIP 
Fao? 
rb6 
8Fo 
2oOD 
SESNO ANDA 
EaE 
$$FO 
PRTALL 
;CHECK FOR ONE LEADING ZERO 
;IF NOT, GO TO PRTALL 
F6bS hDFbO0 ..SR PSP ;PRINT A SPACE 
Fob_ B04023 LCAA CONVH 
Fa71 BA3o CRAA -$530 $CONVERT SECOND DIGIT TO ASCII 
F87J 
FB7 
BDF2AO 
2006 
'.SR 
EPA 
OUTA 
SKIP 
;PRINT THE DIGIT 
F,7b Bowo3 Pk!ALL LCAA CONVH 
Pb7v BDF57A .SR BYTOUT ;PRINT BOTH LEADING DIGITS 
?67i 862E SKIP LCAA -S2E 
F80 O BLr2AU .SR OUTA ;PRINT A DECIMAL POINT 
Fo63 Bb4O24 LCAA CONVL 
F8s 
Foa4 
BOF5TA 
dUF6OU MISbEO 
.SR 
.SR 
BYTOUT 
PSP 
;PRINT LAST TWO DIGITS 
;PRINT A SPACE 
FRSC FtO02o LCX TEMPIR 
Pod 33 PLLB 
Fou 32 FLLA 
.091 39 FTS 
F892 bFul TEMPCV CLR $O1.X 
V694 oOF94A ..SR RSHIFT4 ;SHIFT B BIT TEMP. WORD TO 
Fo97 
F9v 
g&01 
E600 
LCAA 
LCAB 
SOIX 
$OOIX 
;THE RIGHT 4 TIMES 
F698 6DF744 ,SR MULTI ;MULT. BY 2.44140625 
F39. dObb SLBA SbfBa ;SUBTRACT 3000 
FbAu C20b SFCB -$SOB ;FOR THE RESULT 
F0 A2 ATo SIAA 0lX 
FdA E7jO' ,STAB O0,X 
FtAU 2C03 BCE NONEG ;CHECK IF RESULT IS NEGATIVE 
FPAd 7EF931 ,.mP NEGNUM ;IF SO, GO TO NEGNUM 
S6Aa SDF60O NONLL .SR PSP ;IF NOT, PRINT SPACE AND 
FbA7 7EF6,o ,JPp TOGETR 
;SHIFT TO THE RIGHT 4 TIMES 
Fasi oFvl DEWPT CLR iO1iX 
F3b3 B0F94A ISR RSHIFT4 ;SHIFT 8 BIT DEW PT. WORD TO 
FBSo Abul LCAA 5Ol. 
;THE RIGHT 4 TIMES 
Fdbh EOO LCAB $0.X 
FdBn 4b ASLA 
Fabb 59 PCLB ;MULTIPLY DATA BY 2.0078125 
FcbL RDF575 ,.SR SHIFTR 
FaSF 8DF575 ,vR SHIFTR 
FdC2 BOF575 '.SR SHIFTR 
FdC5 oUFSh ,.5R SHIFTR 
FaCd bDF76J 
-.SR SHIFAD 
FaCS bLF76, ..SR SHIFAD 
F$CL bOF57 ,.SR SHIFTR 
FdDL 
F8 4 
ROF7b3 
8b48 
.,SR 
SLBA 
SHIFAD 
-$$4b ;SUBTRACT 3400 FROM THE RESULT 
FaUb, C2CO SeCS -'SO 
FBDL ATol SAA $010. 
FbDM E700 STAB 5O0,X 
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FoDL 2D03 ELT HOPUP 
FbUL 7EFBAv ,PP NONEi, ;IF RESULT IS NOT NEGATIVE, 
F8EI 7EF937 HOPUP .4vP NEGNUM 
;BRANCH TO NONEG 
;IF NOT JUMP TO NEGNUM 
FBE4 A601 PRESUR LCAM $OlX 
FbE6 E600 LCAB $O0,X 
F8E BF74 .SR MULTI ;MULTIPLY BY 2.44140625 
FbtiE A701 STAA $Ol,x 
FuED 
FaEF 
ETO0 
BDF7toC 
STAB 
SR 
500,X 
DECADJ ;CONVERT TO A DECIMAL NUMBER 
FdF2 CE402. LCX -SCONVH 
FSFb bF CLRB ICLEAR +B 
FSFb AoO1 LCAA SO1,x ;ADD CONVL To ITSELF, 
FnFS AB0l ,ACDA SOI,X ;CONVERT TO A tB+C+D NUMBER 
FdFA 19 CAA 
FaFo B74032 STAA CONVL1 ;AND STORE IN CONVLI 
FdF. AbOO LCAA $0O0X 
F9UU A90g ACLA $OO.X ;ADO CONVH TO ITSELF PLUS CARRY 
F902 19 CAA ;CONVERT TO A *BtC+D NUMBER 
F903 b7-031 STAA CONVH1 ;STORE IN CONVH1 
F9ob ol CP 
F9C7 C900 ACCb -$Soo ;ADD CARRY TO t8 
F939 b.032 LCAA CONVL1 ;ADD CONVL1 TO CONVL 
FrqL Abo ACDA $O1.X 
Fyot 
F9OF 
19 
A7ti 
CAA 
STAs SOlx 
;CONVERT TO tB*C+O 
;STORE IN CONVL 
F911 0O031 LCAA CONVH1 
F914 A900 ACCA $OOX ;ADD CONVH1 TO CONVR PLUS CARRY 
F lo 
F91-
19 
A7oo 
,CAA 
STAA $OOA 
;CONVERT TO +B+C+D NUMBER 
;STORE IN CONVH 
F919 C3O0 ACCB .SSOO ;ADD CARRY TO #B 
F9l' 
$94 C 
17 
88ofi 
TEA 
ACDA $ 8 
;PUT +B IN +A 
;ADD 8 TO +A 
Fqjc 
fyI f 
F92d 
i 
30 
8410 
CAA 
FHA 
AhOA -s$l 
;CONVERT TO A +BtC+D DIGIT 
;CHECK FOR A LEADING 1 
F92 27Tl7 EEG ZERO ;IF NOT, GO TO ZERO 
F924 32 FLLA 
F9zt BUF57A .,S BYTOUT ;IF SO, PRINT 2 LEADING DIGITS 
F92o 7EF87b pP PRTALL 
Fv2b DDFoOb ZERO .SR PSP ;PRINT A SPACE 
F92L 32 PLLA 
F92F dA30 CPAA -5S30 ;CONVERT +A TO ASCII 
F 3, BDFZAu .SR OUTA ;PRINT THE DIGIT 
F93" 7EFB7b vp PRTALL 
F93! Abul NEbNU LCAA $O1AX 
F939 E6 0 0 LCAB $OOX 
F93b 40 NEGA ;GET THE MAGNITUDE OF THE 
F',3L 
F93u 
5U 
5A 
itEGB 
CECB 
;NEGATIVE NUMBER 
F93L A701 STAA sOlX 
F94U E700 STAB SUOX 
F$4 
F '4 
goaD 
bDF2Ao 
LCAA 
.SR 
-51 0 
OUTA ;PRINT THE MINUS SIGN 
F947 7EF8Bb .aP TOGETR ;JUMP TO TOGETR 
*tlwI5 SLEROUTINE SHIFTS CONSECUTIVE MEMORY 
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*LOCATIONS (SPECIFIED BY THE *+IR) FOUR TIMES 
To ThE PIGHI. 
F94A BDF575 RSHIFT4 'SR SHIFTR 
F 4u SDF57b SSRHIFTR 
F'5s BDF57b Sk SHIFTP 
F 53 bDFb7b ,ER SHIFTR 
F95L 39 FTS 
*tTHIS SLEROUTINE CONVERTS A 12 BIT DATA 
*WUHC IN EtA*BJ TO A 8 BIT DATA wORD IN +A, 
*WITH ROuNDING. 
F957 FF402b NuVEIT STA TEMPIR ;SAVE +I+R 
F9SA CEOOO4 LCX -5$04 
FSSL b. MOVLOP LSRB ;SHIFT +8 
F9SE 4L RCRA ;SHIFT +A 
F9SF u9 CEA ;DECREMENT tI*R 
Fy6u 26FB ENE MOVLOP ;TEST IF DONE 
Fybi: d90 ACC. S.500 ;ROUND THE NUMBER IF DONE 
Fb' C900 ACCD .s500 
Fvbo FE402 LCX TEMPIR ;RESORE +I+R 
F9b9 39 FTS 
*-TflI
*RJAHT SLEROUTINE SHIFTS C+B.AJ4 TIMES. TO THE 
F96A FF4028 LEFS* SIX TEMPIR 
FWbt CEUOO4 LCX -$504 
F97u 4 8 LSM ASLA 
F97Z b9 FCLB 
Fq7. o9 CEX 
F913 Z6FB BE LSH 
FS7 FE402o LIX TEMPIR 
F97o 39 STS 
*+THIS RCLTINE IS EXECUTED WHENEVER 
*A hARUWAPE INTERRUPT OCCURS(+N+O*T A 
*NUt-MASKABLE INTtRRUPT). *ANY TIME 
*rtL *A.C.I.A RECEIVES A CHARACTER THIS 
*ROUTiNE IS EXECUTED. 
F'7S dbUOU IR6 LCAA CNTRL ;LOAD +A WITH STATUS 
F97L 8470 ANDA -SEMASN ;TEST FOR A TRANSMISSION ERROR 
F97E 27UA EEQ NOERR iIF NO ERROR BRANCH 
F0Bt B63F LCAA -$S3F 
F82 $UF2AD ,.SR OUTA ;IF AN ERROR OCCURED PRINT 
F9bb BoUSOI LCAA DATA ;A QUESTION MARK 
F988 2028 EPA IRQHERE ;FINISH THE ROUTINE 
F98. 86U801 NOCRR LCAA DATA 
F96U BLF2AU ,SR OUTA ;PRINT THE RECEIVED CHARACTER 
F99u 9712 STAA RECEXV ;STORE THE RECEIVED CHARACTER 
F99c U6±3 ENDING LCAR bIRQ 
F99- CA04 CrAB S$$04 
Ft9b bl1B CtPA 'SSd ;IS THE CHARACTER AN *E+S4C.A*PtE 
F9,L ?719 EEQ ESC ;IF YES BRANCH TO ESC 
F99A 8113 ONPA -$513 ;IS THE CHARACTER A CONTROL *S 
F99C 2t'12 BNE STATSO ;IF NOT BRANCH To STATSO 
F99L BDF60A FAE ,SR FAKERI ;PULL ANYTHING AN *R*7+S WOULD 
F9A- CLOOO LCX -$0000 
F9A4 UFO0 STx BACKUP ;CLEAR BACKUP 
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FA6 7FOOOA CLR wHEPE ;CLEAR WHERE
 
F94L dUF55 SR LFCR ;DO A +L*F tCtR 
F9AC OL CLI ;ENABLE FURTHER tItRQ7S 
PgAu 7EFCCb a'PP DISDON ;RETURN TO USER PAGE 
FymO D71S STATSO SIAB SIRD ;INDICATE AN 'ItRtQ OCCURED 
F9B 30 IRUhERE RTI ;RETURN TO PREVIOUS WORK 
F4,3 7DO000 ESC tST BACKUP ;TEST BACKUP 
Fybt 27FB EEQ STATSO ;IF ZERO THEN DONE
 
FyBb BDF6DA ,.SR FAKERI ;IF NOT ZERO PULL FROM THE
 
;STACK LIKE A +R.Ttl
 
F9o 32 ESCLOP PLLA ;THIS LOOP FIXES THE STACK
 
F9H B7-023 STAA CONVH
 
FQEF 33 FLLB
 
FYC6 F74024 STAB CONVL 
F9C3 FE402J LCX CONVH 
FyCo 8CFC79 CPA -SSTRIP ;CHECK FOR THE ADDRESS OF STRIP 
r9C9 eoFo BNE ESCLOP ;IF NOT PULL MORE OFF THE STACK 
F9Ct 37 FSHB ;IF STRIP REPLACE ON STACK 
F9CL 30 FSHA
 
Fi-Ct, uDF5F, 'SR PSPACE ;SKIP A SPACE
 
FqDO CEF7Bs LCX -,$DEL
 
F-D4 bDF717 .SR PRINT !PRINT A *7+4D+E+L47
 
FqDo bDF55n SR LFCR ;SKIP A LINE
 
iQDc UEO0 LCX BACKUP
 
FvL'b )L CLI ;ENABLE INTERRUPT
 
F9C 6EO0 vp $00,X ;JUMP BACK A LINE
 
*-THIS SLEHOUTINE GENERATES A
 
*0.50 SECCND DELAY. 
F9UL CEA4bV DELAY LCX .S$A480 
rQE± 09 ULOUP -EX 
F9E& 2bFD ENE OLOOP 
FQE:4  39 PTS 
C+ThIS SUBeROUTINE GENERATES A 
*oiE MILLISELOND DELAY. 
FvEo DFVp moELAY SIX TEMP13 
F9E7 CEU054 LCX 55S54 
F9-9 09 HOLOOP CEX 
FUEb 2oFD EKE MOLOOP 
FEEL uE02 LCX TLMPI3 
F9EF 39 RTS 
*tTHIS RCLTINE RESPONDS TO ALL INTLRRUPTS
 
*Fnov THE CLOCK BOARD. *USUALLY THIS MEANS
 
-A READING IS TO BE TAKEN OR WARMUP POWER
 
*lb TO BE TURNED ON.
 
F9Fv 8oF7 NMI LCAA -SSF7 ;OPTIONAL
 
F9F2 e7Eoo2 STAA CLOCKS ;OPTIONAL
 
F9FS bbO0 LCAA $504 ;OPTIONAL
 
F9F7 B7EoOJ *SAA CLOCKB+ ;OPTIONAL
 
F9F. B)F61t ,SR OFFCLK ;PREVENT MULTIPLE INTERRUPTS
 
F9FL BUFqD .sP DELAY ;LET SENSORS STABLIZE
 
FA(.L 80F629 S.k ENMEM ;ENABLE MEMORY IN CASE IT IS OFF
 
FAGJ B04.Go LEAA MONTH ;THE STORE AND LOADS SAVE
 
FAOe 97U4 STAA TMONIM ;ThE VARIABLES USED FOR
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FAOO Bb400Z LCAA DAY ;SEOUENTIAL READINGS 
FfOt -)75 SrAA TDAY 
FAOU bb'*003 LCAA TIMEH 
FAjlu 97U6 STAA TTIMEH 
FA12 8b400 LCAA TIMEL 
FAn 97T7 STAa TTIM.L 
FAI? 
FAI 
8b4Q33 
9Tv 8 
LCAA 
STAA 
NUMLOlm 
TNUMLOW 
FAlC mo4034 LCAA NUMHI 
FAIF 97 0 q STAA TNUMHI 
FA21 BOF583 ,vSR RTIME ;RESTORE ALL VARIABLES TO 
;THEIR TRUE VALUES 
FA24 
FA27 
bDF2EI 
B*'.OOv 
UP *,R 
LCAA 
UPTIME 
STATUS 
;UPDATE THE TIME 
FA2A 8406 ADA 5$08 ;CHECK IF MEASUREMENTS ARE ALL TAKEN 
iAZC. 2707 EEO CHKw ;IF NOT GO TO CHKW 
FA2L G6FF LCAB SSFF ;RESET CLOCK TO LARGEST INPUT 
FA3L boFF LCAA -SSFF 
FA3c 7LFBI7 P SLEEPY ;SLEEPY RESETS CLOCK TOEtAtBJ 
FAJ5 864oOU CHNW LCAA STATUS 
FA3b 84u1 ANDA -s$o ;DO READINGS START TODAY+/ 
FA3" 271E EEQ WARM ;IF YES BRANCH TO WARM 
FA3 BDF3CF .R PSCMPW ICOMPARE STARTING DATE TO TODAY 
;24 HOURS OR <24 HOURS AWAY 
FA31 2bUA BNE NMITODY 
FA4 boos LCAA -5505 ;LOAD 24 HOURS 
FA4.3 CbAO LCAB -SSAO 
F44A BDF63F ,SR CLKSET 
FA4b 7EFBid jrP SHUTOFF 
FA~b b6O1J NMITODY LCAA STIMEH ;LOAD STARTING TIME 
FA4' F014 LCAB STIMEL 
FAS4
FAS, 
BUFGF 
7A4000 
-.SR 
,CEC 
CLKSET 
STATUS 
FAS7 7EFBIB JvP SHUTOFF 
FAS, b400 NAII LCAA STATUS 
FASU 84V2 AhUA '$502 ;CHECK IF LAST POWER OFF WAS 
;FOR WARM-UP OR IF wARM-UP=O 
FA5F 2biE &NE MEASUR ;IF I WAS FOR WARM-UP GOTO MEASUR 
;AND TAKE SOME READINGS 
FA6, 
FAbw 
00OOU 
b6 u2 
LLAA 
ACDA 
STATUS 
$S102 ;INDICATE POWER OFF FOR wARM-UP 
FAbb 7.1OOu STAA STATUS 
FA69 4F CLRA ;CLEAR -A 
FA6A Fb4OlE LCAB wTImL ;GET THE WARM-UP TIME 
FAGL SDFb3F -.SR CLNSET ;SET THE CLOCK TO WARM-UP TIME 
FA7-' 8DF630 ,Sk CLICLK ;ENABLE THE CLOCK TO INTERRUPT 
FA73 oUF4A3 ,AR DISMEM ;DISABLE THE MEMORY 
FATh BDF36b ASR WRMPOW ;TURN OFF ALL POWER EXCEPT WARM-UP 
FA79 OF9DL .SR DELAY ;WAIT FOR RELAYS TO WORK 
FAlL 7F827 ,vP RESUME 
FA7F 7F402C MEASUR CLR SENNUM ;SENNUM POINTS TO A PORT 
FABa FE4O2b LCX MDATAH ;IitR HOLDS WHERE TO PUT DATA 
F.b mUFAT TEMPDO ,.R READ ;READ A PORT INTO +BbtA3 
FABG t3F951 SR MOVEIT ;ROUND THE READING TO B BITS 
FABi A7oo STAA SOO.X ;STORE THE RESULT IN MEMORY 
FPbA ub INX ;INCREMENT *I+R 
rAdL 7C'02C INC SENNUM ;LOOK AT NEXT PORT 
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FA9± hb402C LCAA SENNUM 
FA9. 
Fa9b 
bIC2 
2bED 
CWPA 
3bE 
$S502 
TEMPOO 
;ARE PORT I AND 2 DONEe/ 
;IF *NtOtT BRANCH BACK 
FA9o ODF7l ,SR READ ;TAKE NEXT(AIR P.) READING 
FA96 
FAgi. 
,OCgbA 
E70o 
,SR 
STAB 
LEFTSH 
00,X 
;ARRANGE 12 BITS FOR MEMORY 
;STORE HIGH ORDER S BITS 
FAA, OI NX ;INCREMENT tItR 
F AI A7O0 STAA SOOX ;STORE LOW ORDER 4 BITS 
FAA3 Bb402b LCAA NPORTS ;NUMBER OF PORTS TO READ 
FAAb d002 SLBA SS02 ;SUBTRACT 2 ALREADY READ 
FAA B7402D STAA FULLR ;STORE THAT IN TEMP LOC. 
FAAd BDFCIS '.SR SETUP ;INITIALIZE SETUP 
FAAt 7A4020 HORFUL CEC FULLR ;DEC FROM LAST PORT READ 
FABI 2723 BEG INCONE ;BRANtH IF DONE 
FAB3 BOFBE7 SR WHICHP ;FIND NEXT PORT TO READ 
FABo BOFBTI SR READ ;READ THE PORT 
FAd6 EAUO COAB SOO,X ;+OtR HIGH ORDER 4 BITS WITH 
;WHAT IS ALREADY THERE 
FABU ETUO SIAB $OO,X ;STORE THE COMBINATION 
FAPU 08 mhX ;INCREMENT +I+R 
FASt A700 STAA SOO.A ;STORE THE LOWER B BITS 
FACU 7A402U CEC FULLR ;DECREMENT THE -$ OF READINGS 
FAC3 2711 SEQ INCONE ;BRANCH IF DONE 
FAG5 08 IRA ;INCREMENT I+R 
FACb BDFRE7 .SR WHICHP ;FINDVTHE NEXT PORT 
FAC9 BDFB71 ,SSR READ ;READ IT 
FACL BDF96A .AR LEFTSH ;SHIFT READING 
FACF E700 STAB 5009X ;STORE HIGH ORDER b BITS 
FAD- GS INIX ;INCREMENT *I+R 
FAD2 A7O0 STAA SOeX ;STORE LOW ORDER 8 BITS 
FAD- 200B EPA MORFUL ;BRANCH AND CHECK FOR MORE 
FADU 
f-D7 
00 
FF402 
iNLONE 141X 
SIX MDATAX 
;INCREMENT +ItR 
;STORE BACK IN MDATAH, THIS IS THE 
FAD, b4WClb LCAA wTIME 
;NEXT WORD FOR STORING DATA 
FADU 2708 bEQ OKSTAT ;IF NO WARM-UP TIME STATUS WORD IS 40K 
FADF 0b4OO LCAA STATUS 
FAEa B4FD AlDA .SSFD ;RESET WARM-UP BIT 
rAE' B740OU STAA STATUS ;STORE BACK INTO MEMORY 
rAE? BUF4Bl OKbTAT .,SR PFCOMP ;COMPARE TODAY TO FINAL DAY 
FAE. 2722 BEQ AWAY ;IF NOT EQUAL BRANCH TO A*AY 
FAE Fb4019 LCAB FTIMEM 
FAEF 
FAFZ 
Bb4)IA 
b400b 
LCAA 
SLBA 
FTIMEL 
PTIMEL 
;t+BA]=STOPPING TIME 
FAFS F2o07 SEC6 PTIMEH ;E*BtA3=STOP TIME-PRESENT TIME 
FAFt, 2CUE BCE AWAYI ;IF NEGATIVE GOTO LETSGO 
FAF. 01 LETSGC NCP 
FAFb b4000 LCAA STATUS 
FAF. BAGS CFAA 5506 ;INDICATE READINGS ALL TAKEN 
FbO b74000 *STAA STATUS 
FO.0- 66FF LCAA S51FF 
FBSO 
FbOL 
lb 
2U.F 
TAB 
EPA SLEEPY 
;tAtB=FF 
;GO STUFF TIME IN CLOCK 
fSOb StO AwAYI TETB 
FE09 2t03 btE AWAY ;IF +B<>O THEN GOTO AWAY 
FbOl 4L ISTA 
BoQ 27EC EEO LETSGO ;IF +A=O THEN GOTO AWAY1 
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Floj. Fb4OIQ AwAY LCAB LFREQ 
FE3i Bb4Olb LLAA HFREQ ;ItA+B=FREQ OF MEASUREMENTS 
FBI' SDF3b6 ..SR SUBwTI ISUBTRACT THE WARM-UP TIME 
F617 G SLEEPY NCP 
Frjil 
F616 
BDFt3F 
BLF636 
.SR 
SHUIOFF .SR 
CLKSET 
CLICLK 
;STUFF THE CLOCK wITH TIME 
;ALLOW THE CLOCK TO INTERRUPT 
FbIL bDF4A3 sSR DISMEM ;DISABLE THE MEMORY 
F821 bUF35 SR POWOFF ;TURN THE POWER OFF 
Fm24 EDfODE 5R DELAY ;WAIT FOR THE REAYS 
FH27 960A RESUME LCAA WHERE 
Fb29 2612 ENE GOBACK ;IF NOT 09 SOMETHING WAS INTERRUPTED 
FB2t BbbO LCAA -S$80 
FL52L tDF 629 .SH ENMEM 
Fb3u 844 0L AtDA STATUS 
Fb3i SDF4A3 .SR DISMEM 
F53o 
Fe3 7 
40 
2703 
T3TA 
bEQ GOODBYE ;IF NOT EQUAL, A DUMP WAS IN PROGRESS 
;THEREFORE MEMORY MUST BE LEFT ON 
FB3J BDF629 SR ENMEM 
FB3 38 GOUUBYL ETl 
Fs30 2E2B GOHACK BCT FIXCUR ;WAS CURRENT OR SEQUENTIAL 
;READINGS INTERRUPTED+/ 
FB3F BUF6oA sR FAKERI ;IF SEQUENTIAL FAKE *R*T+1 
Fb*c BDFb29 ,sR ENMEN ;ENABLE MEMORY 
FS45 9o04 LCAA TMONTH ;RESTORE VARIABLES TO LAST LINE PRINTED 
Fb4I B74001 STAA MONTH 
F64. 9bO5 LCAA TDAY 
Fb4C B7400: SIAA DAY 
Fl4F 9606 LCAA TTIMEH 
FF51 B74093 STAA TIMEH 
Fb54 9by7 LCAA TTIMEL 
FBS 87400OTAA TIMEL 
FE15i 9bub uAA TNUMLOW 
F5;5b 87 4u33 5TAA NUMLOW 
FbsL 909 LCAu TNUMHI 
Fb6i 674034 STAA NUMHI 
Fih- UaF555 SR LFCR ;SKIP TO NEXT LINE 
Fb6b 
Fb6 7 
OL 
7EFEsb 
CLI 
PP RESSEL 
;CLEAR INTERRUPT 
;JUMP BACK TO PRINT NEW LINE 
F,6M BUF6oA FIACUk _SR FAKER! ;DO A FAKE +RiT+I FOR CURRENT READINGS 
FbbL GE CLI ;CLEAR INTERRUPT 
FbbE 7LFDFI .!NP LEZTE ;JUMP BACK TO CURRENT READINGS 
Fr71 FF4035 REAU SiX TMPIR ;SAVE +I*R 
Fb7' SDFS6t ,SR ADCVAL ;THROW AWAY FIRST READING 
Fb77 bDFeD ,.SR ADLVAL ;TAKE A GOOD READING 
Fb7A 8bv8 LCAA -SNUMAVR ;TELLS HOW MANY REAOING6 TO AVERAGE 
Ft-7L B1401U STAA TEMPa ;STORE NUMAVR 
FbTF 87401F SIAA TEMP4 ;STORE NUMAVR 
FL82 4F CLRA 
Fb83 BY4GIC STAA TEMPI ;STORE 0 
F6o 17%oi 51AA TEMP3 ;STORE 0 
Fbe4 b64024 LCAA CONVL 
FP8L Fb'.O23 LCAB CONVH ;3tB+A]=READING 
FtMF FE4GIC LCX TEMPI ;*I R=NUMAVR 
Fb92 09 suPCO CEX ;DECREMENT +I*R 
FBQ.3 27uE EEQ SUMOON ;IF ZERO THEN SUM IS DONE 
Fbb BDIAE5 SR MDELAY ;DELAY BEFORE NEXT READING 
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FI9b bDFbOA ,.SR ADCVAL ;TAKE NEXT READING 
Fbct Bb4U2 ACDA CONVL 
FbgL F94023 ACCB LONVH ;L+BtA2=LEB+A3.READING 
FbAI 20EF eFA SUMCON ;BRANtH BACK FOR MORE READINGS 
FbA3 CEUOO* SUMUO DcX -$504 ;=l-LN(NUMAVR)/LN2) 
FbAO 09 AVRUIV CEX ZDECREMENT "I+R 
FbA7 27u4 EEO AVGDON ;IF EQUAL ZERO THAN DONE 
FhA' 54 LSRB 
FbAM 46 PCRA ;DIVIDE SUM BY 2 
FbAb 20F9 EPA AVRDIV .;BRANCH BACK FOR MOREDIVIDES 
FBAU FL403S AV3O0N LCX TMPIR ;AVERAGE IS CALCULATED 
FbUL 3Q FITS iRESTORE tItR AND RETURN 
*tSUBROUTINE TIMEII CALCULATES THE NEXT TIME 
*ThE CLOCK HAS TO TURN ON. +IF THE SYSTEM 
*DUESKt7T HAVE TO TAKE READINGS TILL TOMORROW 
OTEN MIDIIGHT MINUS THE PRESENT TIME MINUS 
*Ttt *ARMLP TIME IS STUFFED INTO THE CLOCK. 
*,IF THE FEADINGS START TODAY THIN THE STARTING 
*TIPE MINLS THE PRESENT TIME MINUS THE WARM­
-UP TIME IS STUFFED INTO THE CLOCK, +THE SIT 
oIp THE STATUS WORD THAT INDICATES IF THE 
*SYSTEM IS TO START TAKIN(, READINGS NEXT TIME 
oT *,COpES UP+, IS APPROPRIATELY SET OR RESET. 
FlB] 2tiC TIrEIT ShE TODAY ;BRANCH IF STARTS TODAY 
F8e bDF2Db .SP MIONIG ;[EAeBI=MIDNIGHT-PRESENT TIME 
Fbh' 6DF38t ,SR SUBWTI ;SUBTRACT WARMUP TIME 
FbB9 BF63r SR CLKSET ;STUFF INTO THE CLUCK 
FbEC BDF629 SR ENME11 ;ENABLE MEMORY 
FbB 4F CLRA 
FBCt AC IhCA 
FbC. 2Oi0 EFA OFFSET ;BRANCH TO SET STATUS 
FPC8. Bb414 TODAY LCAA STIMEH ;IT STARTS TODAY 
FbCb Fb4Uin LCAB STIMEL 
F8C9 F04000 SLBB PTIMEL 
FbCC t,4Ou/ SECA PTIMEH ;t.A+B3=START TIME -PRESENT TIME 
FHCF bDF3gt .Sp SUBWTI ;SUBTRACT WARMUP TIME 
Fuu? BbF63F ,SR CLKSET ;STUFF INTO THE CLOCK 
FbUb BUF69 .,sR ENMEM gENABSE MEMORY 
FbDb 4 F CLRA 
FbP, Fb4Olb LCAB WTIME 
FBDC 2ou2 bNE oFFSET 
FtDL 
rI!o 
8bo2 
e 
7 400u 
ACOM 1$02 ;SET STATUS FOR NO WARMUP TIME 
oFFSEI STAA STATUS ;STORE STATUS WORD 
FBEB3 buF4A3 .SR DISMEM ;TURN OFF MEMORY 
FbEt 39 FTS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
0+!HiS RCLTINE RETURNS THE NEXT ADDITIONAL 
OPORT SELECTED IN +B AND SENNUM. +IF NO 
OMORE POATS ARE SELECTED. IT RETURNS FF. 
*+SLBROUTINE SETUP MUST dE CALLED BEFORE 
tghICHP IF FIRST USED. 
FbE7 Ft402F WHI(HP LCAB WhICHI 
F5EA bb403 LCAA WHICH2 
FbE 3b DONTNO t-SHA 
FbEL b4l AhOA -$$0 ;CHECK IF WHICHi IS NUMBER OF SELECTED 
FtF(o 2buE EE IKNOW ;PORT IF SO. GOTO I KNOW 
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FHFc 3L GIvLuP PLLA 
FbF, 5C INCB ;IF NOT, INCREMENT +B 
fbF- 4o PCRA ;SHIFT tA RIGHT 
FbF5 874030 STAA WHICH2 ;STORE IN WHICh2 
FbFo C-u7 CPb -SSC7 ;CHECK IF THIS IS AFTER LAST PORT 
FBFA 2FFI ELE DONTNO ;IF NOT, GO TO DONTNO 
rbF CbFF LCAH -SSFF ;IF SO. LOAD .B WITH FF 
FF41 nl1 ErA DEPART 
FLG 3e iNCw PLLA 
FCol 76403 RCR WHICH2 ;SHIFT WHICHZ RIGHT 
FCL4 5C INCb ;INCREMENT +A 
FLO5 cO0 CNPB -S$08 ;CHECK IF THIS IS AFTER THE LAST PORT 
FLI 2Fu4 ELE BARK ;IF NOT, GO TO BARK 
Fc LbFF LEAB -SSFF ;IF SO, LOAD +B wITH FF 
FCOb 20V4 EFA DEPART 
FCUL F74o2F bANK STAB WHICHI 
FCIC 5A tECB 
FC1i F7.02L DEPART SIAB SENNUM 
FL14 39 STS 
*thIS RCLTINE INITIALIZES WHICHI 
*AL wHICr2 FOR USE IN WHICHP 
FLII tb4OdA SETUP LCAA PORTB 
FC3F b7403U STAA WHICH2 
FL1t 7F.O2F CLR WHICHI 
FLIL 39 ,;T5 
*.'xIS ROLTINE INITIALIZES THE DATA LOGGER 
*IF yGu FFESS *71)t7 AND RESPOND wITH A YES. 
FL1F 60F550 INIT .,SR LFCR ;SKIP A LINE 
FCec CLFOC2 LCX $SPINIT ;WRITES *700 YOU wANT TO ... 
FC25 BUFTX? .SR PRINT ;PRINTS THE MESSAGE 
FC2L CLFOD2 LEX .SYESNU 
FC2b DF7TL7 SR PRINT ;PRINTS 7(YESNO)t7 
FCE 8UF131 ,SR CHYES ;TESTS FOR A YES OR A NO 
FC3] L737 bEu FIRSTON ;BRANCH IF ANSWER IS YES 
FC3z SDFSSb SR LFCR ;SKIP A LINE 
FL3b 2UoA EFA UISP ;RETURN TO CHOICE PAGE 
*eTHIS IS WERE THE PROCESSOR STARTS WHENEVER 
*11 IS FIRST TURNED ON. +THE FIRST FEW INSTRUC-
OTIUNS BASICLY INITIALIZE ANY PARTS OF THE 
*SYSTEM N-AT NEED TO BE REINITIALIZED; 
*(+BECAUSE THE TIME iN THE CLOCK MIGHT BE 
*CHANGED %HEN THE SYSTEM IS TURNED ON 
OThE SYSTEM RELOADS THE TIME IN THE CLOCK.) 
*c... 0,NrC1TE+; +IF THE POWER IS OFF AND THE 
*PhUCLSSCF TURNS ON IT JUMPS TO THIS SECTION 
*OF CODE IMMATERIAL OF WHO TURNED ON THE 
*PU*Ek (TIE SYSTEM ITSELF OR THE USER)+. 
FC3b SLOO7F RESIAFT LCS -SSTKPTR ;INITIALIZE THE STACK POINTER 
H.3b 7FOOOA CLR WHERE 
FC3L bUHFb97 ,.SR PIAS ;INITIALIZE THE P*IA*7+S 
F141 BUF629 .,SR ENMEM ;ENABLE THE MEMORY 
FPL4- BDF61L SP OFFCLK ;DISABLE THE CLOCK+7S INTERRUPT 
Ff,4 t C0a9 LCAA LMINH 
FC4 27u5 EEG HIbIhZ ;CHECK IF LMINH = 0 
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FC4 
FC4F 
Fb40GA 
EL05 
LCAb 
Eau 
LMINL 
RELOAD ;TIME IN CLOCK WAS NOT 0. 
FC5i 
rCb4 
FLSb 
FO400A 
2T3 
BDFb3 F 
HIGnZ 
kELUAL 
LCAb 
EEQ 
.-SR 
LMINL 
REDONE 
CLKSET 
;BRANCH IF TIME IN CLOCK WAS 0 
;RESET THE TIME IN THE CLOCK 
FLS 6OF63o REDONE .SR CLICLK ;ENABLE THE CLOCK.TS INTERRUPT 
FL5t BOFA3 5F DISMEM ;DISABLE THE MEMORY 
FC5F OL CLI ;ALLOW KEYbOARD INTERRUPTS 
FPst BOFSSS , SR LFCR 
FC6S CLO0C LcX '50000 
FC~b' uFiO siX BACKUP ;INITIALIZE BACKUP TO ZERO 
FLab 2u36 DISPON EPA DISP ;0O 10 THE OPTIONS PAGE 
* THE PRCGRAM JUMPS HERE IF THE SYSTEM 
*IS TO BE INITIALIZED (JUMPS FROM INIT). 
*,FIRSTON INITIALIZES DATA COLLECTING 
*PARATEPS, SET THE STATUS WORD, AND 
FCb BoFbIE 
*puTs THE FIRST TIME IN THE CLOCK. 
FII4TON QSR OFFCLK ;TURN OFF THE CLOCKS INTERRUPT 
FLL tSLFb29 SR ENMEM ;ENABLE MEMORY 
FL7 CL*04G L'CX $STARTM 
FCTi FF4O2 $TX MDATAH ;REPOSITION DATA POINTER TO 
;THE FIRST wORD 
FC7b 
FC79 
buFIs 
BUF261 STI P 
,.SR 
-SR 
INDAT 
PSCOMP 
,GET THE INITIALIZATION DATA 
;+IS TODAY STARTING DAY+/ 
fC7C 
F(7 F 
FCba 
bUFBbt 
aOF6a9 
b6402 
,SR 
AR 
LCAA 
lIMEIT 
ENMEM 
NPORTS 
;LET TIMEIT STUFF THE CLOCK 
;ENABLE MEMORY 
;LOAD THE $ OF READINGS TO BE TAKEN 
;EACH TIME THE PROCESSOR COMES UP 
FC&- Cov4 LEAB $04 
FLO 
FCS 
uCo3 
?1uB 
SLbA 
REQ 
-5503 
GOTIT ;IF EQUAL THEN WE ARE DONE 
FCotf 5C opCOD INCH ;ODD S OF EXTRA PORTS 
FLFC 
FCSL 
4A 
2/u7 
CECA 
EEO 60TIT ;IF EQUAL TO 0 WE ARE DONE 
F(PF 
FL9( 
FLS. 
L 
5C 
4 
]JNCB 
LNCB 
CECA 
;EVEN -S OF EXTRA PORTS 
Fcq 
FLQ 
FCqt 
27C2 
2OFS 
F74C2L GoI1T 
EEQ 
EPA 
STAB 
(OTIT 
OMYGOD 
INCIR 
;IF tA=O WE ARE DONE 
;CHECK FOR MORE 
;INCIR IS THE -S OF WORDS EACH 
;SET OF MEASUREMENTS USES OF MEMORY 
FCqy 
FLCC 
tOF63b 
SOF4AZ 
wsR 
SR 
CLICLK 
DISMEM 
;ENABLE THE CLOCK INTERRUPT 
;DISABLE THE MEMORY 
FLt OF3sb PO ,SR POWOFF ;TURN THE POWER OFF 
FCA2 
FCA 
FLAt 
9b13 
3 404 
26u3 
DISP LCAA 
ANDA 
EKE 
SIRG 
-$504 
CDISP ;BRANCH ONLY IF AN INTERRUPT FROM 
;THE KEYBOARD HAS OCCURRED. 
FCAb 7EFCbo JNp DISPON ;OTHERWISE LOOP AGAIN 
FLMH 01 CtcSP NCP 
FCAC tiOFES ,SR LFCR 
FLAF 
FLbc 
bOF 55 
912 
AS 
LEAA 
LFCR 
RECEIV ;LOAD tA WITH LAST CHAR RECEIVED 
FCS4 
FCbL 
81-1 
271F 
CNPA 
EEQ 
zt7At! 
JINPARM ;IF AN t7At7 OTO JINPARM 
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FGct 6142 CPPA -S'7B*7 
FCbA 271E EEG JCURRS ;IF A +7Bt7 GOTO JCURRS 
FCbC 0143 CWPA -5+7C+7 
FCBE 271D EEO JSEQUEN ;IF A T7Ct7 GOTO JSEOUEN 
FC(' 83144 CIlPM -S7DEt7 
FCC2 Z71C hEO JINIT ;IF A +7D7 THEN GOTO JINIT 
F(.L4 d145 ClPA 5$7Et7 
FoCb 2718 EEO JDUMP ;IF AN +7E+7 GOTO JDuMP 
FCCE, BDF3F -SR DISPCH ;IF NONE REPRINT CHOICES 
FCCb 9O13 DISCON LCAA SIRO 
FCC d4Fb AtDA -'SFB ;CLEAR THE INTERRUPT SIGNAL 
FCCF 9713 SIAA BIRD 
FLDi BDF4A3 ,.SR DISMEM ;DISABLE MEMORY 
Ft.D 7LFCoo 'FP DISPDN ;GO BACK AND WAIT FOP ANOTHER *IiR+Q 
**IHiS SECTION PROVIDES bRANCH 
*EiTENSIONS TO THE RIGHT SECTION. 
rFEi 7EFDZf JINPARM kPP INPARM 
FL.CA 7EFD9D JCLRRS j'P CURRS 
FCD TLFE2n JSLGUN PtP SEQUEN 
FCE, 7EFCIF JI"IT TP INIT 
FCEi TEFFIC JOUMP ,tP DUMP 
*-TIS SLEROUTINE PRINTS THE STARTING 
*DATE ANC TIME. 
FCEt Fb4Oll SFAINT LCAB SMONTH 
FcE9 bb4Old LCAA $DAY 
FLEC dcF5EM SR POATE ;PRINT THE DATE 
FCEF BDFSF, .5R PSPACE ISPACE 
FCF2 rb01J LIAB STIMEH 
FLFb Bt4014 LEAA STIMEL 
FCFb BOFT2O ,SR PTIME ;PRINTS THE STARTING TIME 
FCFb BUFS55 .SR LFCR 
FLF 39 FTS 
*+THIS SLEROUTiNE PRINTS THE STOPPING 
*DATE ANC TIME. 
FCFF Fb6o17 FPkRNT LCAB FMONTH 
FU2 B0t.Ob LCAA FDAY 
FDou 8DFSEA .SP POATE ;PRINT THE STOPPINb DATE 
FUOb bD'FSFb .SR PSPACE 
FLL. F04019 LEAB FTIMEH 
FULL bb401A LCAA FTIMEL 
Full b1LF720 .R PTIME ;PRINT THE STOPPING TIME 
FD 4 BOFS55 ,SR LFCR 
Fu17 39 FTS 
*tTWIS SLEROUTINE PRINTS THE WARMUP 
*Tli E. 
FUlb b4&Olb dPtINT LCAA WTIME 
FDijb 8F3Eb .sR BCD ;CHANGE THE TIME TO BCD 
FDIE auF57k .SR BYTOUT ;PRINT THE TIME 
Fb21 39 r5 
*.THIS SLEROUTINL PRINTS THE FREQ­
*UtNCY OF MIASUREMENTS. 
FD2 F4015 FRF-iNT LCAB HFREQ 
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Foa B64010 LCAA LFREQ 
Fu2c bJF72o ,SR PTIME ;PRINT THE TIME 
FU2b dVF55b 5vR LFCR 
FP2E 39 Pis 
*+THIS SLEROUTINE PRINTS THE INPUT 
*pARATERS TO THE DATA LOGGER. 
Ft2F BD6029 INPARi ,.SR ENMEHM ;ENABLE MEMORY 
FU3c CEF022 LCX -SSTART 
FU3 dDF717 SR PRINT ;PRINT tTSTART+7 
FU30 BFF5 .5R PSPACE 
Ft3c oUtCLo ,.SR SPRINT ;PRINT THE STARTING DATE AND TIME 
F(3& 
FD4I 
CEFoa 
bUF717 
LCX ,SSTOP 
,'SR PRINT ;PRINT *7STOPPING+7 
Fu4- 0bObcv -R PSP ;PRINT A SPACE 
FL41 BOFSF5 'SR PSPACE ;PRINT S SPACES 
NjL,. eUFCFF ESRFP INT ;PRINT THE STOPPINb DATE AND TIME 
F,., CEtoSi LCA SWARMUP 
FDSJ BhF717 -.SR PRINT ;PRINT tTWARMUPt7 
Fiu, CEFOF LCX $TI 
FU5t BuFT 7 .'SR PRINT ;PRINT ,7TIME*7 
Ft,S bliFDb ,SR wPRINT ;PRINT THE wARMUP TIME 
FLb! CEFn6b LCX -SHIN 
FLJ5P 60F717 .SR PRINT ;PRINT +7MINt7 
Frim bDFStb ,SR LFCR 
Fuo CEFO2F LCX -$FREQ 
Fbto bLF71 7 vSR PRINT ;PRINT +TFREQUENCY OF ....+7 
F060 buFSF SR PSPACE 
FUer bOFDZ4 'SR FRPRINT ;PRINT THE FREQ. OF MEAS. 
F\7; SDF4AJ ,.SR DISMEM 
FU7A 7EFCCb ,jvP DISOON ;RETURN TO OPTIONS 
**THIS SLEROUTINE PRINTS THE PROPER 
*HCDAING (DEPENDING ON THE PORTS 
*SLL CTEC) wHEN CALLtD BY SEQUENTIAL 
*READINGS OR CURRENT SENSOR READINGS. 
FO7, CEFFB7 SUUBA LEX -sHEAD2 
FC7M BDF71T7 .SR PRINT 
F71 CEFFCE LCX -SPORT 
Fud3 bDFClb vSR SETUP 
FOSJ BLFBE7 MOh)El .,5R WHICHP 
FU6t 
FDts 
clEF 
27uF 
Cp'b SSFF 
bEO zOOm 
FU CEPFCL LCX SPORT 
FLR bCJ717 SSR PRINT 
FLgv 5C LNCB 
F09 1 17 TEA 
F092 bA30 CFAA S30 
FL9' bUF2Ab SR OUTA 
FD9 2oEA EFA MORYET 
FD9g SDFb5t ZOUP .,SR LFCR 
Fu9C .,9 PTS 
.+ThIS SLEROUTINE DISPLAYS THE CURRENT 
Re.nUINGS AT EACH PORT THAT WAS CHOSEN 
*DLAINU %FE INITIALIZATION. *ANY CHAR. 
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*TYPED At THE AEYBOARD WILL DISPLAY 
*TmE CURRENT READINGS. +TO EXIT FROM 
*THIS SUbROUTINE YOU MUST HIT AN 
*CONTROL *7S-7. 
Fu9 CtFOEF CuRNS LCX -SRS 
FUAG B0F711 ,SR PRINT ;PRINT +7TYPE R FOR READ....+7 
FOA4 buF629 *.SR ENMEM ;ENABLE MEMORY 
FUAb UF077 -,.SR SU3BA ;TYPE THE COLUMN HEADINGS 
FUAV BDF4A ,wSR DISMEM ;DISABLE THE MEMORY 
FDAL 7COOA IJC WHERE 
FUAr 3E mORER RAI ;WAIT FOR A KEY PRESS 
FDBu BOFo29 .,Sp ENMEM ;ENAbLE MEMORY 
uRj 
FDdC 
bUFCIb 
7F402C 
,SR 
CLR 
SETUP 
SENNUM 
;INITAILIZE WMATPORT ROUTINE 
;START AT PONT 0 
Fb.o bDF6Dg ,SR ADCVAL ;TAKE A READING 
FUBL CL402- LCX $CONVH ;PUT READINb IN *1+R 
FLSF BQF~bA ,SR LSHFT4 ;SHIFT LEFT FOUR BITS 
FDCZ BFBOU ,SR SENSCV ;CONVERT ANcVPRINT THE TEMP. 
FUC 7C402C INC SLNNUM ;READ PORT I 
FOCh cE402s LCX -SCONVH ;PUT READINb IN tlR 
FOCu bUF6DA , SR ADCVAL ;TAKE THE READINb 
FUCE BD SbA , R LSHFT4 ;SHIFT LEFT FOUR BITS 
FO4 GSOgF10u SR SENSCV ;CONVERT AND PRINT THE DEw POINT 
FUI 7C40?c INC SENNUM ;TAKE THE REAOIN AT PORT 2 
rjD7 BDF60A SR ADCVAL ;TAKE THE AIR PRESSURE 
FuuA BuFBoU .SR SENSCV ;CONVERT AND PRINT THE AIR PRESSURE 
FDDoL bDFBE7 ERSIE SR wHICHP ;GET NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL PORT 
'DE. CXFF ONPB -1$FF ;IF IT IS FF THEY WE ARE DONE 
FuE2 2700 EED LEZTE ;GOTO LEZTE IF DONE 
FDE BUFbDA ,.SR ADCVAL ;TAKE THE READING 
FuEr 3b04 UCAA -S504 TELL SENSCV ITt7S A VOLTAGE 
-DE 87402C STAA SENNUM ;STORE SENNUM 
FOEC BDF80, -.SR SENSCV ;CONVERT AND PRINT THE VOLTAGE 
FIEF 
FuFi 
2uEC 
iDF55b LE1 TE 
BA 
,'SR 
ERSTE 
LFCR 
;CHECK FOR MORE 
FUF B0F*43 SR OISMEM ;DISABLE THE MEMORY 
FL)F7 2086 BA MORER ;GO BACK AND WAIT FOR MORE 
*4T JS SLEROUTINE TAKES THE MEMORY LOCATION 
*THAT Is IN THE tI+R AND GIVES THE DATE AND 
*IIME OF THE READING THAT IS STORED IN THAT 
*MLNORY LCCATION. tIF NO READING WAS TAKEN THEN 
OTEN UOOC IS STORED IN THE tItR. +IF THE 
O*=kDING %AS TAKEN THEN THE DATE IS STORED 
*IN MONU AND DAY, AND THE TIME IS STORED IN 
*TIMEI. ANC TIMEL. 
FCF9 DFi4 4HHEAC SIX SAVINGS ;SAVE THE *I+R 
FUFd BDF594 .SR STIME ;SAVE PMONTH THRU LMINH 
FuF. $OF.DC ,.SR STOPS ;MOVE SMONTH-LFREQ INTO PMONTH-LMINL 
FEO Ct4.O4O LCA ..STARTM ;START CHECKING AT THE START OF MEMORY 
FEO 9C14 DAYLO CFX SAVINGS ;IS THIS THE LOCATION IN QUESTION-/ 
FE0,) 2710 eEu DDAY ;IF IT IS BRANCH TO DOAY 
F Jb bC402= CFX MOATAH ;IF IT ISN+7T THE CORRECT DAY 
iEOo 2708 EEQ OVUAy 
;IS 
;IF 
IT IN THE FUTURE+/ 
ITSt7S A FUTURE READING 
;BRANCH TO OVDAY 
FCv bDF*EA wER IRLOOP ;IF I177S NONE OF THESE, INCREMENT 
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;THE +I+R APPROPRIATELY 
FPLu BDFZEI ,SR UPTIME ;THEN CHANGE THE DATE AND TIME 
t1.3 2uF BFA UAYLO ;BRANCH AND COMPARE AGAIN 
;tl CEOO0v OVDAY LCX -­ssOOC ;READIN6 NEVER TAKEN 
FLls FF4021 DDAY SIX TEMP12 ;SAVE +I+R 
FLIb dJF37d .SR UNSTOP ;MOVE THE CORRECT DATE AND TIME 
;INTO MONTHDAYtTIMEHTIMEL 
FElL B0F583 45R RTIME ;RESTORE PMONTH-LMINL, 
F21 FE402l LCX TEMP1Z ;RESTORE THE *I*R 
FE2 39 9TS ;RETURN TO CALLER 
*-THIS SLEROUTINE TAKES A DATE AND TIME 
*AS INPUT ANO ASKS HO% MANY READINGS 
*yvt wOULC LIKE PRINTED OUT. +THE 
OSUdROUTLNE THEN PRINTS OUT THE FIRST 
*READING ASKED FOR PLUS EVERY READING 
*uDTER TrAT UNTIL THE NUMBER Of READ­
*INuS THE USER SPECIFIED HAS BEEN 
*PRINTED. -THE ROUTINE PRINTS NOTHING 
-It A INVALID DATE OR TIME IS SPECIF­
0ICC. 
-2c bJO62 9 SE.uEN .SR ENMEM ;ENABLE MEMORY 
FCE_ CEF02 LCX $START 
-'20 dFTl7 SR PRINT ;PRINT .7START+7 
F z2 OF24a .SR GETDAT IGET THE DATE AND TIME 
r..31 uFS555 R LFCR 
L3 CEF7E LCX -SHOW 
L3l SDFTI7 ..SR PRINT ;PRINT +7HOW MANY kEADINbS.7 
rzj,
r%3j 
CLF79b 
bDF717 
LCX 
.SR 
-$THREE 
PRINT ;PRINT *T+tX+X+X)V/*7 
Fc. bt)h2A .Sp THRDIG ;GET THE THREE DIGITS 
FE'.3 uT033 STAA NUMLOW ;STORE THEM IN NUMLOW 
%4c F7-03. STAB NUMMI ;AND NUMHI 
FL9 BUF55z _SR LFCR 
4_4C SOFbOv SR PSP 
F.ur CeFFAC LCX $HEAD1 
CES O6F7I7 '.SR PRINT ;PRINT *7DATE TIMEt7 
FL5. 0oFD77 .5R SUBBA ;PRINT +7TEMP AIR PRE......7 
e.no 7AbOOA DEC WHERE 
FE5c BDF4F2 REiSEG _SR RTAKEN ;CHECK IF READING *AS TAKEN 
FLSE 2b03 ENE SEUL ;BRANCH IF READING wAS TAKEN 
FEE 7EFFO4 JNP SEDDON ;QUIT IF IR0O000 
FL6J aDFDF9 SEUL 5.R wHREAU ;FIND DATE AND TIME 
rEbo BOF4Fe .SR RTAKEN ;FIND THE MEMORY LOCATION IT 
;IS STORED IN 
FE69 2bU3 BlE JUMPI ;BRANCH IF FOUND 
FE6o 7EFFj* .jP SEQDON ;QUIT 
FEbL Fo40ul JUMPI LCAG MONTH ;+B=MONTH 
FE71 804004 LCAA DAY ;+A=MONTH 
FE74 FF402b SIx TEMPIR ;SAVE tItR 
FLT? BDFSEA .SR POATE ;PRINT THE DATE 
FE7A bUF6O .sP PSP ;SKIP A SPACE 
F:Tu bo400 LEAA TIMEL ;tA=TIMEL 
FEo0 F64303 LEA6 TIMEL ;IB=TIMEH 
ft4z SDFT2 SR PTIML ;PRINT THE TIME 
FLec ,E4020 LEX TEMPIR ;RESTORE *I.R 
-to- Fo.u2b LEAD NPORTS ;tb=NUMBER OF READINGS 
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FESC CUO2 SLBB -$02 ;SUBTRACT Two 
FLEE t&FbOv SR PSP ;SKIP A SPACE 
FL- AUDO LCAA $000A ;STORE READING IN +A 
FEC2 E7402 STAA CONVH ;STORE READING IN CONVH 
FL9o 7F'.2C CLR SENNUM ;SET PORT TO 0 
FE94 ODF 8O SR SENSCV !CONVERT AND PRINT THE TEMP 
FL;C c6 IX ;INCREMENT THE *IrR 
FE5L AbOL LCAA $00X 
FcqF 674o2 STAA CONVH ;STORE READING IN CONVH 
FEP2 7C4o2C INC SENNUM ;SET PORT TO I 
FLAS bDFBOQ ,SR SENSCV ;CONVERT AND PRINT THE DEW POINT 
FEA GB LtX ;INCREMENT THE +I+R 
FLA SD HITHER 1STB ;ALL READINGS PRINTED FOR TIME 
FEiA i739 EEQ YON1 ;IF YES BRANCH TO YONI 
FLAC bA CECB IDECREMENT -S OF READINGS TAKEN 
FEIu 7COZC IrNC SENNUM ILOOKING AT NEXT PORT 
FE J AbOo LCAA $OOX 
FE4 B74023 STAA CONVH ;STORE HIGH ORDER HALF IN CONVH 
FEC5 AbOl UCAA 501,X 
FE 7 u 7 02 STAA CONVL ;STORE LOV ORDER HALF IN CONVL 
FL' FF4O2. 57X TEMPIR ;STORE THE *I+R 
Ftbb CE40Z4 LCX -SCONVH ;LET THE tItR POINT TO CONVH 
FEEL BOF94A ,SR RSHIFT4 ;SHIFT CONVHtL RIGHT 4 BITS 
FLLj FE4o2v LEx TEmPIR ;RESTORE eI+R 
FcC, DF8OL SR SENSCV ;CONVERT AND PRINT THE READING 
FEC', ,8 mhx ;INCREMENT THE tI+R 
FLC sD TSTB ;HAS EACH READING BEEN PRINTED 
FECo 2717 cEQ YONZ ;IF YES BRANCH TO YON2 
FECL 5A LECB ;DECREMENT -$ OF RLADINGS PRINTED 
FECE AO1 LCAA s01X 
FLLO v74024 STAA CONVL ;STORE LOW ORDER 8 BITS IN CONVL 
FELU A600 LCAA $COX 
FLLI5 0 4uF ANDA -$$OF ;MASK OFF TOP 4 BITS 
FEbI 674021 STAA CONVH ;STORE HIGH a BITS IN CONVH 
FEU 7C402C IiC SENNUM ;POINT TO NEXT PORT 
FEEU 60F80, ,SR SENSCV ;CONVERT AND PRINT THE READING 
FEEv C8 mx ;INCREMENT THE +ItR 
tE , s Ir X ;DO IT TWICE 
FEEc 2UC5 ErA HITHER ;CHECK FOR MORE READINGS 
FEL' 
FEE' 
08 
SDFSSS 
yuN2 
YONI 
irX 
.SR LFCP 
;INCREMENT THE +I+R 
FEEo F6403n LCAB NUMHI 
FEt Et04O33 LCAA NUMLO 
FELE du'l S-LdA -,$Ol ;DECREMENT -S OF READINGS PRINTED 
FLF. C200 SECS -SSOO ;wITH CARRY 
FEF, FT4034 SlAB NUMHI ;STORE IT BACK 
FF5 bl403o STAA NUMLOw 
-ELF 4 TSTA ;IS LOW ORDER a BITS ZERO 
FLF9 2703 EEQ flOPIZ ;IF YES GO TEST +B 
FEFb TEFEb6 FpP SEQL ;JUMP BACK FOR MORE READINGS 
FEFE 
FEfr 
SO 
47U 3 
HUP12 TSTB 
cEQ SEQOON 
;TEST HIGH ORDER 8 BITS 
;IF ZERO THEN QUIT 
FF.. 7EFEt3 wPP SLUL ;IF NOT BRANCH BACK FOR MORE 
Frw. 6DF443 $EAON SR DISMEM ;DISABLE MEMORY 
FF(,' 7UOOu- INC WHERE 
rFDA 7LFCCb .rP DISDON ;RETURN TO OPTIONS PAGE 
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FF'u uFU2 DELAYl STX TEMPI3 
FFr 3b PSHA 
pFI o0 LCAA -$SOB 
FF!2 BUFgD ULUOP1 .SR DELAY 
FFjo 4A CECA 
FF~e AtFA ENE DLOOPL 
FFJ3 32 PLLA 
FFI9 DE02 LCX TEMPI3 
FFlb 39 ris 
OtTIS SLEROUTINE DUMPS ALL OF THE 
*HEADINGS THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO 
*Tht PERIPHERAL DEVICE (IF SWITCHED 
.O-j) AND 10 THE TERMINAL. +THE 
oREAUINGS ARE PRECEDED BY SOME 
CF- BbEOO 
-INITIALIZATION PARAMTERS (SEE 
OThE OPERATION MANUAL FOR DETAILS). 
oUM p LCAA CLOCK8 
FFr 84J8 ArOA .308 ;CHECK IF DUMP SWITCH PRESSED 
FFt, 26F9 ENE DUMP ;LOOP UNTIL IT IS PRESSED 
FFe3 BDFb2Y .. SR ENMEM 
FFD budO LCAA -$580 
F2o 6A400u CFAA STATUS 
FF3D b7400, STAA STATUS 
FFE BDFCEo ,vSp SPRINT ;PRINT THE STARTING DATE AND TIME 
FF¢ bOFCFF .5R FPRINT ;PRINT THE STOPPINb DATE AND TIME 
FF3- b0FDIO -.SR WPRINT ;PRINT THE WARMUP TIME 
FFa oF555 ',SR LFCR ;SKIP A LINE 
FF3? eDFD2! .SR FRPRINT ;PRINT ThE FREQ. OF MEASUREMENTS 
FF3U 5b,02B LCAA NPORTS 
FF4 U 6UF57A .SR BYTOUT ;PRINT THE -S OF READINGS 
;TAKEN EACH TIME 
FF4v CE404J LCX -SSTARTM ;*I+R=STARTING LOCATION OF DATA 
FF40 BiwFS55 .SR LFCR 
FF-- 50402A L'CAA PORTBT 
FF.4 bOF57 ,SR bYTOUT 
FF 4 ' 3UF55 OUILOP ,.SR LFCR ;SKIP A LINE 
FF3 6C025 CFX MDATAH ;IS IT THE END OF THE READINGS 
FF55 e747 EEQ HELLO ;IF YES THEN GOTO HELLO 
FF57 Fb402o LCAB NPORTS ;+B=:1 OF READINGS 
FF, AtuO LCAA £OOX 
Fr 3 C BOF57A .4R dYTOUT ;PRINT TEMP READING 
FFF uo ItX ;INCREMENT *I*R 
FFbJ 
FF63 
6DF0O. 
ADOO 
.SR 
LCAA 
PSP 
SOO,X 
;SKIP A SPACE 
FF6 JDF57A oSR BYTOUT ;PRINT DE POINT 
rFc, 
FF.b 
08 
5A 
INX 
CECB 
;INCREMENT *IR 
-FOA SA CECd ;DECREMENT *B TWICE 
FFoo 8DF60u FULdiT .SR PSP ;SKIP A SPAC. 
FFbt AbUO LCAA SOOX 
FFtJ HDF57A SR bYTOUT ;PRINT FIRST BYTE 
-F74 u ItX ;INCREMENT *I*R 
Fr74 A600 LCAA 300,A 
cF7o 44 LSRA 
FF7/ 4. LSA 
FF7t 44 LSRA 
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" 7) 44 LSRA ;DROP B LOW ORDER bITS 
rF7A BDFtBS .SR HEXASC ;CONVERT TO HEX 
FF7J 0 DF2A 5H OUA ;PRINT 
FF5U o0 I+x ;INCREMENT *IR 
'FS. 5A CECm ;DECREMENT -S OF READINGS PRINTED 
FFe 27CB EEO OUTLOP ;IF DONE BRANCH BACK TO OUTLOP 
FFe4 bDFtoj .SR PSP ;SKIP A SPACE 
FFi7 u9 CEX ;DECREMENT +*IR 
FF~o 
FFbA 
A600 
b4 OF 
LCAA 
AtDA 
s00,x 
-$$OF ;MASK OUT HIGH 8 SITS 
FFSC 5DF6BU .SR HEXASC ;CHANGE TO HEX 
FFBF BDF2AU SR OUTA ;PRINT THE CHARACTER 
FF92 ub INX ;INLREMENT *I+R 
FF93 AhUO LCAA SOOX 
FF9n BOFSTA ,SR 6YTOUT ;PRINT THE BYTE 
FF9- Ob I1x ;INCREMENT -1*R 
FF99 DA CECS ;DECREMENT s OF READINGS PRINTED 
FF9A 27B3 BEQ OUTLOP ;BRANCH BACK IF ROW IS FINISHED 
FF C 20LD EPA FULBLT ;F1NISH THE ROW 
FF9L Bot7F HELLC LCAA FSSJF 
FFb B44000 ANDA STATUS 
FFA3 b7.O0V SIAA STATUS 
FFao BDF 4AJ ,SR DISMEM 
FF49 7EFF Jg 4P DUMP 
FFAC 44415w MEAI FCC *TDATE TIME+7 
FFAF 45dO2 
FFE 4*4940 
FFbb 45 
FFrso Of FCB 00 
FFb7 2u205 nEAOZ FCC t7 TEMP DEW PT PRESS +7 
FFA 454D5, 
FFLU 20204-
FFCU 4b572v 
FFC3 50542u 
FFCO 20OB4 
FFC9 455353 
FFCC 20 
FFCU uC FC6 O0 
FFct 205041 PoT FCC +7 PORT,7 
FF3I 5254 
FF03 Go FCn 00 
END 
* THE BINARY IN Irw PHYSICAL ELOCK 2 
------ SYMBOL LEGEND .------­
* SHIFTED KEY A bUPERSCFIPT 
SUBSCRIPT 5 9ACKSPACE 
I CARRIAGE RETURN ? FONT 
ACCESS # TIMES 
- DIvIDE ,* ASSIN 
PExCENT 
----------------------------------------­
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